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CHAPrER I 

liTO^ODUCTION 

In his poem "'Truth,' said a traveller, Stephen Crane 

concludes: 

For truth was to me 

A breath, a wind 
A shadow, a piiantom. 
And never had I touciied 
The hem of its garment. (Black Riders, 28) 

The l a s t t ' .o l i n e s of t h i s iiuotation might wel l sum u. both Stephen 

Crane's constant and apparentl , unsuccessful search for the t r u t h 

as represented in b is work, and, at t he same t ime , define t h e 

primary obstacle standing in the lath of any attempted research into 

that work. If Crane did not 'touch the hem of the garment of 

truth," how can the rejearcner approach an̂ -̂thing resembling factueJ. 

truth in regard to Crane's style and technique? This difficultj* 

might logically be the result of the very fact that in Crane's 

searching, he tried his hand at so many diverse st,yles. The degree 

of the searcher's difficulty is perhaps made most obvious in the 

conflicting reports and conclusions reached in critical reviews of 

Crane's work. 

That Crane's ix)aQs and prose were radically different from any 

work which x̂ receded them is generall;> agreed upon by his critics. 
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Just where the difference lies and from what source it was derived, 

however, is quite another matter, here one finds considerabl:/ more 

disagreement tiian agreement. Was Crane's vorL realistic, naturalistic, 

im,Tessionistic, or all three? V.'as he a genius or a literary trickster? 

Was nis true genre prose, poetr:/, prose noetrv, or ŷ oetic proso? The 

list of ouestion; involving disagreement is extensive, and one vonders 

where, indeed, is the "ncm of truth." /Nonetheless, an-^'ers to these 

questions have been offered by several generations of critics For 

example, Berryman sayr. of Crane: "a r̂ oet is the only thinp, "e can call 

him," and he adds that Crane is, indeed, "one of our few ^oets and 

2 
one of the few manifest geniuses the country has produced.''' In full 

agreement with tliis statement is Ford '̂'"adox Ford, irho comments that 

"no more poetic vie\. of humanity in our late /irmageddon was ever vrit 

tf3 

ten than Tne Red f-adge of Courage. Amy Lowell, on the other hand, 

feels that Crane vas not "primarily a oec''; that his genj-us lay, 

instead, in "yrose sketches, even when these ex; anded themselves into 

k 5 
novels." Her argument, however, that his j:»oetry never improved is 
answered emphatically by Daniel Hoffman, who has done the only 

1 / 
John Berryman, St_ephen Crane (Cleveland and New York: The World 

Publishing Company, 1962), v. 275. 
^Ibid., 292. 

3 
Ford rLadox Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. o3, quoted b. yric 

Solomon, Stephen Crane in England: A Fortrait of the Artist (Ohio 
State University Press, 196V), p. 57-

k 
Amy Lowell, Introduction in The Wgri: of Sterhen Crane VI, ed., 

by Wilson Follett (lew York: Alfred A." Knopf, 1922T, xvi'. 

5 
Ibid., xvii. 



full-length study of Crane's poetry: "Crane grows from a brilliant 

youth with an undisciplined gift for literary impressionism to a ma

ture master of symbolism eind style." 

The problem of wnether or not Crane is primarily a poet or novel

ist, or a combination of tiie two, has received considerable study by 

the critics. Vincent Starrett agreeo witii Berr̂ ynian' s earlier notion 

that Crane was a genius and calls him "the first modern American 

ii7 8 0 
storj-teller. Hoffman and Everett A. Gillis" also agree that Crane's 

chief impact has been felt primarily through his prose. Hoffman aluo 

talks of Crane's "blurring of distinctions between prose and poetry," 

and uses the terms "prosaic" verse and "poetic" fiction to refer to 

Crane's art. Hoffinan apparently feels that Crane, as an artist, was 

more successful in the area of fiction, and attributes this to his 

"metaphoric imagination," which he stresses as Crane's primary artistic 

12 
contribution. Interestingly enough, in contrast, James B. Colvert 

6 
Daniel Hofftnan, T:ie Poetry of Stefnen Crane (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1956), p. 21. 

7 
Ames M, VJilliams and Vincent Starrett, Stejpheri Crane: A ^I'p 

liograpliy (Glendale, California: John Valentine, Publisher, 
p. 12'. 

8 
Hoffaan, The Poetry of̂  Ste; hen Crane, p. 208. 

9 
Everett A., Gillis, "A Glance at otepnen Crane's Poetrv , • 

Prairie Schooner XT/II (Soring, 195^), Pp. 73-79. 

10 „, 

Hoffman, Thê  Poetry _q£ Stepĥ eii Crane, p. 234. 

"^Ibid. , 220. 

•̂ Îbid. , 18. 



argues that Craine's inability to control the metaphor was his one main 

weakness. 

Hofftaan speaks of the "purposeful confusion in Crane's work of 

poetic and prosaic elements" and feels his prose to be merely an "exten-

1^ 15 

sion of his poetry," referring to "Th.e Open Boat" as a long poem. 

However, Hoffman ultimately concludec that Crane's verse is "so 

different in language from his prose that it has had a career of its 
„16 

own. 

This differentiation between Crane's poetry and prose is also 

noted by Berrsman, who suggests that an understanding of the poetry 

17 might help with the prose. Greuae, himself, Berryman declares "did 

not like to be called a poet nor did he call them (Crane's 'lines' ) 

poetry himself." 

Whether or not Crane liked to be called a poet is open to 

question, but that he did not call his poems by the name of poems is 

definitely refuted by letter after letter in t:tallman and Gilkes' 

19 Stephen Crane: Letters. 

13 
James B. Colvert, "Stephen Crane's Ha,gic Mountain," Stephen 

Crane: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed., by Maurice Bassan (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hali, Inc., 1967), p. 95 

Ik 
Hoffiaan, The Poetry of Stephen Crane, p. 268. 

•^^Ibid. , 278. 

"*" IJ^A' » 21. 
17 

BerrjTuan, Stephen Crane, p. 269. 
1 ft 

Ibid,., 272. 
19 

R. W. Stallman and Lillian Gilkes, ed., Stephen Crane: Letters^ 
(New York: New York University Press, I960), For example: "I suppose 
I ought to be thankful to 'The Red Badge,' but I am much fonder of my 



If there is confusion as to Crane's primary genre, there is almost 

equal confusion as to his technique. For example, Sergio Perosa, Eric 

20 

Solomon, 6uid Berryman all refer to Crane's style as impressionistic-

naturalistic; a letter from Crane to Lily Brandon Munroe, on the other 

hand, suggests that this style was essentially based on the realistic 

21 
creed of Lowells and Garland. However, Lars Ahnebrink urges the idea 

that Crane was a realist in theory only; that, in actual practice, he 

22 

was a naturalist. In a letter to Nellie Grouse, Crane neatly sum

marizes something of the central problem still existing more than half 

23 
a century later: "I go through the world unexplained, I suppose." 

In truth, this controversial matter may perhaps best be determined 

by an examination of the specific likenesses and differences which 

exist between Crane's poetry and prose; and since his best known novel, 

^ £ ^^^ Badge of Courage, has so frequently been cited in discussions 

on the matter, it would be useful to employ this novel as our chief 

source. Specifically, tliis study will be concerned with the technical 

little book of poems, 'The Black Riders,'" (Ho. 111). In a letter dated 
1896, Crane maintains "I never call them jjoems myself." However, in 
earlier letters, he definitely does refer to his work as poems, eg. 
Letters 39, Ul, k3, kl, 51, 55. 

20 
Sergio Perosa, "i^aturalism and Impressionism in Stephen Crane's 

Fiction," Stephen Crane: A Collection ôf Critical Es£a;v''s, ed. by 
Maurice Bassan, P. 8O; Eric Solomon, Stephen Crane: From Farod,v to 
Realism (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1967), 
p. 76; Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. 288. 

21 
StaJ.lman and Gilkes, ed., Stephen Crane: Letters, p. 31. 

22 
Lars Ahnebrink, The Beginnings of Naturalism in American Fi.ction 

(New York: Russell and Russell, Inc., I961), p. 155. 
23 
Edwin H. Cady and Lester G. Wells, ed. , Stephen Crane' s Love Let̂ ' 

ters to Nellie Grouse (Syracuse: Sj-racuse University Press, 1956), p.30 



and thematic relationship between Stephen Crane's verse style as 

reflected in his poetry and the particular stylistic qualities of The 

Red Badge. 

Along this line, Gillis, in a general article on Crane's poetry, 

remarks: 

Yet the verse is an interesting index to Crane's major 
style. Botii are essentially poetic; 'Ih_e Hed Badge of 
Cjurage_ and War is Kind are cut from the same jjoetic 
cloth, actualTy,~t'hbugH" one is verse and the other 
prose. And a comparative study of his verse and his 
prose would be rewarding. 

Although no systematic comparative stud,y has been made, the simi

larity of Crane's poetry and his prose has, of course, been noted over 

the years. For instance, heYrfm.a.n comments that there must be, of 

necessity, a special relationship between the poetry- and prose of an 

author who has written both, he goes on to say that "Crane's poetr;;' is 

cnaracteristically and recognizably by the author of his prose. 

rielvin Schoberlin also contends that, in Crane's earliest worK, "we find 

the image of poetr^ frequently replacing the image of prose—if, of 

course, t:.e reader recogniẑ -̂. txie existence of sucn a boundary." Ka 

then goes so far a3 to state that I'lie lied lyad̂ e of Couraye is actually 

written in free verse without tne verse ;atterns and, echoing Gillis' 

contentions cited above, adds: "It is strange, too, that critics have 

not explored this subject further." Similarly, Kaurice Bassan has 

remsirked: "Desx-dte the good quality and the reach of recent Crane 

25 
Berryman, Stephen C£ane_, p. 282. 

26 
Melvin Schober l in , ed. , The Sull ivaii County_ lî -:.et_cne_s of Bte^iyen 

_Crane (Syracuse: Syracu:'ie Univers i ty P r e s s , Ip'^P), p . 13 . 



criticism, much remains to be done . . . Crane's poems have been little 

explored, and indeed his teclmical development in writing both poetry 

27 
and prose narrative has been little more than sketched." ' Along these 

lines, Stallman feels tnat "A youth in apparel that glittered" (27) IB 

28 
a minature loetic version of Tĥ e Red Badge,, and Hoffman suggests 

that a posthumously published poem, "A soldier, young in years, young 

in ambitions" (12U), reveals the basic attitudes and themes in Tiie 

29 
^ed jBadge. 

One fact on wuicn critics seem to agree wholeheartedly is that 

style i:: the outstanding aspect of Crane's work, whether in his prose 

or his verse. Berryman, for example, calls Crane a great prose stylist 

and remarks concerning the artist's uiii;me style: 

. . . and my noint is tnat it differs radically Doth from the 
tradition of Englisn prose and from its modifications in Ameri
can prose, Shakespeare, Dryden, Defoe, Johnson, Dickens, Arnold, 
Kipling, as these develop into Edwards, Jefferson, iiav?thorne, 
ilelville, James—Crane writes on tne v/nole, a definite and 
at'̂ olute btj^list, as if none of these people had ever existed, 
his animation is not Kipling's, his deadyan flatness is not 
Mark -iWain's. he is more like Tacitus, or Stendhal in his 
autobiography, say, than like any of the few writers of narrative 
English vrno actually affected his development, he was a rhetori
cian who refused to be one. In Crane for the first time the 
resources of American spareness, exaggeration, volcanic impa
tience, American humor, came into the hands of a narrative 

27 
Maurice Bassan, ed., Introduction, Stephen Crane: A Collecticm 

of Critical Essa,s (Englewood Cliffs, h. J.: Prentice-hall, Inc.,) 
p. 10. 

R. W. S-callman, Stephen^ Crane (i<ew York: George Eraziller, 
Inc., 1968), p. 156. 

Hoffman, Th£ Ppetr̂ .r of Stephen Crane, p. 1̂ 8-1̂ +9-
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narrative author serious and thoughtful as an artist as 
Hawthorne or James, and more serious than any others of 
the New England-i^ew York hegemony. Thus he made possible--
whether by way of particular influence or as a symbolic feat 
in the development of the language—one whole side of twentieth 
century prose.30 

Finally, Hoffman asks: "Since Crane's thought is not original and 

his cultural resources are constrained, what claim do his poems have 

upon our attention? Surely it is nis 3tjle -that style which has kept 

Crane's verse in tiie awareness of readers and historians of modern 

M31 verse. 

Hoffman's The Poetry of St̂ j;hen Crane is by far the most thorough 

work on its subject, but Hoffman deals primarily v;ith theme, rather 

tnan technique. The present essay, in contrast, is concerned with 

teciinique as veil as theme, as the two are reflected in tne verse 

and in the novel selected. The following discussion falls into three 

chapter divisions: (l) The specific verse techniques employed by 

Crane's "lines"; (2) Poetic tecnnique in The Hed Badge of Coura,ge; 

(3) Thematic concepts in both the verse and the novel; and a concluding 

section of critical observations. 

It mignt ELLSO be noted that the abbreviations BR and WK will be 

used in this article for Black Riders and War i_s Kind. 

32 
Several sources have been used in arriving at the definitions 

30 
Berr.7man, Stephen Crane, p . 28H-285. 

31 
Hoffman, The Poetry of S t ^ h e n Crane, p . lU-15. 

32 
Gay Wilson Allen, Am^rijcan Prosody (New York: American liook 

Caapany, 1935); Maurice Beebe, ed. , liiterar̂ /; Ŝ mbolî sm (San Francisco: 
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc. , The Order of Poetry (New York: 
The Odyssey Press, Inc., 1961); James R. Kruezer, Element^ of. Poetr̂ y 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1955). 



used in the study and in many cases, ideas from different authors have 

been combined. These, briefly defined, are as follows: 

Alliteration—the repetition in a stressed position, within a short 

space, of words whose initial sounds are the same. 

Allegory -a poem featuring an extended personification, in which the 

mecuaing often carries a moral impact and in which the observations 

are usually drawn from religious or political areas. 

Apostrophe—direct address to a person or thing, often used in close 

association with rersonification. 

Diaphor—a combination of elements, usually contrasting, by which the 

writer manages to convey what would not be expressed by either 

of these parts. 

Envelope—a form of parallelism, in which the first line initiates a 

thought upon which succeeding lines build. And in which the final 

lines are often similar or identical. 

Fable--a narration intended to enforce a useful truth, in which 

animals often speak and act like human beings. 

Free verse—verse which does not have regular metrical pattern or pat

terns of rhjTD.e such as those found in traditional verse. It is^ 

however, more rhythmical than ordinary prose. Some critics feel 

that free verse may ultimately" derive from Biblical poetry. 

Imagery—any pictorial detail which appeals to the reader's sensory 

apparatus. As used in this paper, the meaning of the term is 

broader than the term applied to metaphoric comparisons. 
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Irony—the verbal use of exaggeration, depreciation, or flat 

contradiction to indicate that something quite different from 

what is literally said is actually meant, or that what is 

expected or deserved will not be forthcoming. Irony shows the 

disparity between the expectation and the event, between the 

ideal and the real, between the vision and the fact. 

Metaphor—a form of comparison in which an imaginative ratner than a 

literal likeness is implied. 

Naturalism—a literary technique which characteristically presents man 

as having no free will, being insignificant in the universe, and 

often acting after the manner of beasts. Gross and vulgar details 

are often given, and are often accompanied by an air of pessimism. 

Onomatopoeia—the formation of words by imitation of non-verbal sounds; 

the poetic use of such imitative words, the sounds of which serve 

to illustrate and support the meanings of lines and passages. 

Parallelism—the use of the line as tne rhythmical unit of thought, 

each line in turn by its own thought structure balancing its 

predecessor. Both enforcement and contrast of previous lines 

may be used. 

Pathetic fallacy—a literary device which endows natiral objects or 

forces with human motives and feelings, and which refers more 

si)ecifically to nature as being either s:>Tnpathetic or antagonistic 

to man. 
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Personification—a form of the pathetic fallacy in that it deals with 

the idea of giving human attributes to nonhuman objects. It does 

not place the emphasis on the relationship of nature to man that 

constitutes the basic assumptions of the pathetic fallacy. 

Rhyme—exact repetition of word sounds, except for initial consonant 

sounds. Rhyme may be identical (sea/see), full (see/free), slant 

(see/say), assonant (fleet/steal), consonant (fleet/flat), 

feminine (river/sliver), or multiple (at a door/matador). 

Reiteration—the repetition of words and phrases. Reiteration may 

occur at the beginning (initial), the middle (medial), and ends 

of lines (final). 

Sense Appeal—use of words directly related to the senses—auditory, 

visual, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, thermal. 

Symbolism—the use of specific or concrete things, persons, acts, 

or places to evoke, vivify, objectify, or dramatize a quality or 

a view of life. 

Theme—the controlling idea, the underlying concept in a poem expressive 

of the poet's philosophy, or of his intellectual attitude toward 

life. 



CHAPTER II 

VERSE TECHNIQUE IN CRAi'IE'S "LINES" 

Except for the fact that they are arranged in the conventional 

form of verse, Crane's "lines," as he himself calls his poems, lead 

one to question whether they are truly verse. V7ith regard to the 

problem of the "dividing line" between poetry and jjrose, James R. 

Kruezer asks: 

Is there a dividing line and, if so, how is it to be 
defined? First, we must emphasize again that rhythm is only 
one of the many elements characterizing poetrj'. A paiisâ e 
of prose rewritten to conform to a completelv regiilar pattern 
would be, at uest, merely metered language. Rh:ŷ hm alone, 
then, is not the sole determining factor in distinguishing 
between yrose and poetry. Actually'', there is no hard and 
fast boundary line between the two. As prose becomes more 
rhythmical it approaches the realm of poetrv. Hence, we have 
poetic prose and, conversely, prosy poetry.-'-

Bloom, Philbrick, and Blistein in The Order of Poetry declare that 

2 
there is no precise definition of poetr̂ ''. Perhaps the best solution 

to tnis question is to examine Crane's ''lines" using the commonly 

expected characteristics of verse as a gauge. 

It is immediately obvious tnat regiilar meter is absent from 

Crane's poems. This truth, of course, does not eliminate the works 

1 
James R. Kruezer, Elements of Poetry, p. 26. 
2 
Bloom, Philbrick, and Blistein, ed., The Order of Poetry: An 

Introduction, p. 1-3. 

12 
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from the poetic genre; as a matter of fact, granting that other 

necessary qualifications are fulfilled, the "lines" fall generally 

within the category of poetry, called free verse. The chief "measur

ing devices" which will be used in the following discussion to "test" 

Crane's "lines" as verse include: allegory, fable, symbolism, metaphor, 

color imagery, personification, sense appeal, alliteration, onomato

poeia, repetition, rhyme, naturaliijm, and irony. 

Noting the strong allegorical tendency in Crane's poetry, Hoffman 

suggests that Crane's poetic development is from that of a simple 

3 
allegorlst to that of a master of symbolism. Even Amy Lowell, who 

insists that Crane did not develop as a poet at all, concedes that, 

generally, he "speaks in symbols, far outdistancing his time." 

Certainly, The Black Riders, earliest of the poetic works, does show 

a mastery of allegory, which is, of course, one of the oldest literary 

genres for the teacliing of morality. It seems rather likely that 

Crane owes his early competence in employing allegory to his early 

religious background and training, particularly to his familiarity 

with the parables of the Bible. In some cases his allegories are 

direct paraphrases of the Bible; and, as Hoffinan points out. Crane's 

poem "God fashioned the ship of the world carefully" is a bitter 

parody of the first chapter of Genesis. Hoffman goes on to note that 

the lines "A god came to man" are Crane's rebuttal to Genesis 2:15-17, 

and "Well, then, I hate thee, unrighteous picture," a defiant answer 

-3 

Hoffinan, The Poetry of Stephen Crane, pp. 19, 189. 

k 
Lowell, Introduction to The Work of Stephen Crane VI, ed. by 

Wilson Follett, p. xx. 
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5 
to iixodus 21.5. Hofftaan calls the following poem Crane's most 

striking example of allegory and sa;ŷs that it could very well be 

6 
modeled on a medieval morality play: 

The wayfarer. 
Perceiving the pathway to truth 
Was struck with astonishment. 
It was thickly grown with weeds. 
"Ha," he said, 
"I see that none has î assed here 
In a long time." 
Later he saw that each weed 
Was a singular knife. 
"V/ell," he mumbled at last, 
"Doubtless there are other roads." (WK, No. 88) 

The moral or lesson to be learned here about the difficulty of finding 

and following truth is clear evidence of the technique of allegory. 

Another example of Crane's use of this technique is shown in the 

following verse: 

In the desert 

I saw a creature, naked, bestial, 
Wiio, squatting upon the ground. 
Held his heart in his hands, 
And ate of it. 
I said, "Is it good, friend?" 
"It is bitter—bitter," he answered; 
But I like it 
Because it is bitter 
And because it is my heart." (BR, Ho. 3) 

7 
Gillis feels that the above poem illustrates man's integrity as man. 

Certainly, both of the preceeding poems have a message or lesson, a 

factor necessary for it to fall under the classification of allegory. 

However, Crane's lessons are hardly those of the established church. 

5 
Hofftaan, The Poetry of Stephen Crane, p. 193. 

^Ibid., 252. 

•7 
Gillis, "A Glance at Stephen Crane's Poetry," Prairie Schooner, 

XXVII, p. 76. 
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They are, instead, strongly rebellious and anti establishment in tni.. 

respect. His ' lestjons" often seem to imyly that there is more morality 

outside the church than within, as these lines illustrate: "Charity, 

thou art a lie"; "A god in wrath / Was beating a man"; "They saw a fat 

church / Little black streams of people"; "I can't buj' of your patterns 

of God", "Blustering god / Stamping across the sky"; "WViere is God?"; 

"You tell me t;iis is God? / I tell you this is a printed list, a turn

ing candle and an ass.' 

Closely related in technique to the allegory is the fable. One 

example of the use of this teclmique by Crane ma, be seen in the follow

ing sympathetic storĵ  of the little blade of grass: 

In heaven. 

Some little blades of grass 
Stood before God, 
"Wiiat did you do?" 
Then all save one of the little blades 
Began eagerly to relate 
The merits of their lives. 
Tnis one stayed a small way behind. 
Ashamed. 
Presently, God said: 
"And vnat did • ou do?" 
T::e little blade answered: "Oh, my Lord, 
Memory, is bitter to me. 
For if I did good deeds, 
I know not of them" 
Then God, in all tlis splendor. 
Arose from his throne. 
"Oh, best little blade of gra^sl" he said. (BR, No. l8) 

Another example of th.j fable in The Blacjc Riders involves considerable 

irony: 

Three little birds in a row 

Sat musing. 
A man passed near that place. 
Then did the little birds nudge each other. 
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They said: "He thinlcs he can sing." 
They threw back their heads to laugh. 
With quaint countenances 
They regarded him. 
They were very curious, 
Those three little birds in a row. (BR, No. 2) 

One notes the personification of the birds, as well as the ironical 

understatement of the birds being "very curious" about a man who 

thinks he can sing as well as they. Something of the fable technique 

can also be found in the following poem from War is Kind: 

A man said to the universe: 
"Sir, I exist I" 
"However," replied the universe, 
"The fact has not created in me 
A sense of obligation." (WK, No. 96) 

One may observe in these lines that the universe is personified, and 

the lesson to be learned is something of a denial of the Pathetic 

Fallacy since the universe is completely disinterested in man. This 

instance might also be cited as an indication of Crane's naturalistic 

tendencies. Along this same line, also one finds in an uncollected 

verse: 

A man said: "Thou treel" 
The tree answered with the same scorn: "Thou man" 

Thou art greater than I only in thy possibilities." (7I) 

Here, through the personification of the tree, the insignificance of 

man is stressed. 

In all these instances. Crane seems to insist on brevity as the 

first requirement. The reader is presented the bare outlines of a 

story with opposing forces. Later poems show further develoranent of 

this style; e. g., "A man adrift on a slim spar" and "The Blue 
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Battalions," which Hofftaan refers to as the "narrative-allegorical 

method. 

In considering Crane's use of symbolism throughout his poetry, 

one finds two symbols, namely, sight and neight, which are outr-tandlng 

for the fact that the:/ occur over and over again. The idea of sight 

(sometimes in the form of light) is found in at least six of the 

pieces in Black Riderj, though it is, in contrast, conspicuously 

absent in l̂ar îs Kind. In the first look, one finds: ''Soon, too soon, 

were we / \7here my eyes were useless"; and "When I gazed, / All was 

lost." One is reminded of the Biblical use of sight to signify 

knowledge, and of light as a symbol for God or Je;^us. Saint John 1:5 

reads: "And tne light shineth in darkness; and the darkness compre

hended it not." This might be compared vith poem No. 36 in Black 

Riders, where the child asks the seer for the book of wisdom and when 

he bees it, comments: "Strange that I should have grown so suddenly 

blind." Again, in yoem IJo. kk in Bla_ck Riderj^, one reads: "Then 

suddenly there was a great light^— / 'Let me into the darkness again.'" 

In poem lio. k9 in Black Riders, Crane proclaims: "And at the blindness 

of my soirit / They screamed: / 'Fooll Fooll Fooll'" For these 

instances. Crane seems to be equating knowledge with sight, and sight 

with height. 

Tnis idea of height appears in twelve of tne sixty-eight verses 

in Black RJ^ders, and is found in six of the twenty-six poems, with 

the exceptions of the "Intrigue" series, in War is Kind. It is perhaps 

Hoffman, The Poetry of Stephen Cran£, p. 193. 
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significant to note that height, signifying knowledge and goodness, is 

not mentioned in the "Intrigue" section, where Crane deals vith his 

idea of lore. Along this sopie line, Colvert stresses Crane*8 constant 

use of the mountain as a symbol both of heigiit arid fear: "The angry 

mountain Is an egotistical projection of the little man's demand upon 

the notice of God, hlR bid for a place in God*s personal affection and 

g 
sympathy." 

It saould be pointed out that Berryman, in connection with 

symbolism, dlscussea trds subject at acme length and uses the Freudian 

approach to explain Crane's aymbolism. Certainly, some of his ideas 

concerned with Crane's feelings about the Negro, the horse, and women 

in general seem plausible. Hofftaan also discusseis Berryman's psycho

analytic interpretations at some lengtn, and refers to txiem as "parts 

of a complex of themes Involving sexual conflict, Oedipal rivalry 

11 
against the father, aggreatilon, courage." 

A pertinent question in connection with Crane's symbolisim is the 

extent, if any, of the influence on him of the cchool of French sym-

boll:̂ m. Despite tne ;ilmilarities between Crane's work and that of the 

French s^iaboliets. It le difficult to locate any direct connection. 

Certainly, the idea of free verse is coaEmon to both. M. Vlele-Griffin 

emphasizes that the ptoet should obey his personal rhytiim: "The poet's 

only guide is rhythm; not a rhytiim that has been learned, that is 

Colvert, "Stephen Crane's Magic Mountain," St„ej)hen Crane: A 
Collectlqn of Critical EB.?Qya, ed. by î aurice Bassaii, p. 104. 

Berryman, Ster>hen Crane, p. 297-325. 

"H off man. The Poetry of Stephen Crane, p. 173. 
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crippled by a thousand rules which others have Invented, but a personal 

12 
rhythm that he must find within himself." 

13 
Hoffman, however, attributes Crane's use of free verse to Wliitman. 

Crane's ideas on color and sense perception, which will be discussed 

later, are certainly similar to those of the Symbolist school; but at 

the same time, his use of naturalistic ideas is directly contradictory 

to symbolism as conceived by the French school. Although Schubert's 

ideas of "concentrated verbalization" physical imagery are compatible 

with Crane's work, which stresses brevity and a concentration of 

Imagery with strong emotional appeal, Mallarme sê '̂ s: 

To name an object is to suppress tiiree-fourths of the delight 
of a poem which consists of the happiness of divining little 
by little: poetic vision arises from suggestion . . . It is 
the perfect use of this mystery which constitutes the ŝ yiabol, 
to evoke little by little an object in order to show a state 
of soul, or, inversely, to disengage from it a state of soul 
by a series of decipherings.^5 

It would seem that Crane actually leaves little doubt a^ to his meaning 

in his "lines," and his work perhaps lacks the subtle abstraction pre

valent in the approach common to the French school of thought. 

On the whole. Crane's metaphoric usage is seldom subtle, and the 

effect of Crane's metaphoric imagination, according to Hoffman, was 

boldly to "transform into an imagined world, autonomous and alive, the 

Ludwlg Lewisohn, The^ Poets of Itodern France (New York: B. W. 
Huebsch, 1918), p. 25. 

Tiofftaan, The Poetry of Stephen Crane, p. 235. 

Ik , 
Anna Balakian, The Symbolist Movement (New York: Random House, 

1967), p. 2lt-25. 
15 
Lewisohn, The Poets of Modem France, p. 20. 
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stark and lonely barricade from which he held at bay the primal forces 

that besieged Jtiim." The source of some of these primal forces with 

which Crane was concerned is revealed in Appendix A. From this table, 

it may be seen that Blac^ Riders is highly "religious-centered," being 

deeply concerned with the pathetic plight of man in his quest for the 

truth. Its contents are thus in accord with its title. The Blac^ 

Riders. wliich represents sin, a stumbling block in this search for truth. 

A new dimension to Crane's metaphor is added in War is Kind, which in

cludes the metaphor of the sea. Furthermore, contradictions in this 

book are abundant. People are both comrades and fools; they exe devils 

and honest little "blades of grass." The truth is a rock and a fortress; 

it is a shadow, a phantom, and an illusive ball of gold. The sea ap

pears to represent death, with the idea of a "blue meadow" being merely 

an illusion. 

Part of the search for truth in Crane's mind effected by Crane's 

metaphoric imagination is the battle between the Good God and the Bad 

God, which is obvious in Black Riders, where the Bad God dominates. For 

example, there is the problem of the different gods in the following 

poem: 

I stood upon a highway. 

And, behold, there came 
Many strange peddlers. 
To me each oru raade gestures. 
Holding forth little images, saying: 
"This is mjr pattern of God. 
Now this is the God I prefer." 

16, 
Hoffman, The Poetry of Stephen Crane, p. 18. 
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But I said: "HenceI 
Leave me with mine own 
And take you yours away; 
I can't buy of your patterns of God, 

The little gods you may rightly prefer." (BR, Wo. 3^) 

In poems ho. 51 and No. 53 in Black Riders, Crane stresses the Idea 

that God does not thunder, but spealc; softly, God does not rage and 

puff, but looks with soft eyes; God does not bluster and stamy, but 

is the gentleness in tne soul. 

This concern with the good and bad in God, however, is absent 

from War is ̂ ^na, at least on the surface, but the idea appears again 

in four of the rosthumously published poems. The best knovn is pernaps 

the chilling "God is cold" piece, where an unfeeling God watches man 

die in the cold sea of life. Another is a deadly parody of the fall of 

man in the Garden of Eden, and one poem is almost prayer-like; 

"All-feeling God, hear in the war-night / The rolling voices of a na

tion." A petty God for a petty church is portrayed in the following 

verse: 

The patent of a lord 
And the bangle of a bandit 
Make the argument 
Which God solves 
Only after lighting more candles. (lo. 133) 

17 Hoffinan points out that all of Crane's metaphoric images, in 

eluding climbing, seeing, blindness, battle, relitious doctrine and 

ritual, mad horses, and maternal pity, are included in this uncollected 

poem: 

17 
Hofftnan, The Pqejbry of Stephen £ rane , p . 155. 
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Wlien a people reach the top of a hill 
Then does God lean toward them 
Shortens tongues, lengthens arms. 
A vision of their dead comes to the weak. 

The moon shall not be too old 
Before the new battalions rise 

—Blue battalions— 
The moon shall not be too old 
Wlien the children of cheinge shall fall 
Before the new battalions 

—The blue battalions -

Mistakes and virtues will be trampled deep 
A church and a thief shall fall together 
A sword will come at the bidding of the eyeless. 
The God-led, turning only to beckon. 

Swinging a creed like a censer 
At the hea^ of the new battalions 

—Blue battalions— 
March the tools of nature's impulse 
Men born of wrong, men born of right 
Men of the new battalions 

—The blue battalions— 

The clang of swords is Thy wisdom 
The wounded make gestures like Thy Son's 
The feet of mad horses is one part, 
—Aye, another is the hand of a mother on the brow of a son. 

Then swift as they charge through a shadow. 
The men of the new battalions 

—Blue battalions—• 
God lead them high. God lead them far 
Lead them, far, lead them high 
These new battalions 

— The blue battalions— (No. 7^) 

Tiie mataphoric image of height, the climbing in order to see the truth 

and be free of blindness, is found in such phrases as "the top of the 

hill" and "God lead them high." The theme of the poem centers on the 

idea of battle equated with war and life, threaded throughout with 

religion. The horse symbol is seen in "feet of mad horses," and 

maternal pity stands out in "the hand of a mother on the brow of a son." 

One special form of metaphor used in the above poem is the diaphor, 

which Pnilip Wheelwright defines as a combination of element by which 
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in "their combination alone, the writer manages to convey what is not 

18 

expressed by either of the parts." The "Blue Battalions" is an ex

cellent example of this technique; in it, contrast betv/een war and 

blue battalions marching steadily tlrirough the poem and the elements of 

religion, churches, x'eople, and a mother's love. This technique does 

not appear in Black Riders, but it is a dominant element in War is 

Kind, where it occurs in at least seven poems. Including the title 

poem, and it functions as an element in eight posthumously published 

poems. A typical example is the following poem from Vfar is Kind: 

The chatter of a death-demon from a tree-top. 

Blood—blood and torn grass-
Had marked the rise of his agony— 
This lone hunter. 
The grey-green woods Impassive 
Had watched the threshing of his limbs. 

A canoe with flashing paddle 
A girl with soft sefiirching eyes, 
A call: "John!" 

Ccmae, arise, hunterl 
Can you not hear? 

The chatter of a death-demon from a tree-top. (WK, Ho. 9^) 

Here, Incidentally, the first and last lines are repeated, illustrating 

the envelope technique, the repetition seeming to suggest the inevit

ability of death, which is always waiting and watching. Nature does 

not care about man; the woods are impassive; there is no help. There 

is a sudden switch then in the poem to the girl, symbolizing love and 

life, which go on completely unaware of any peril. Crane wonders at 

1 ft 
Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1962), p. 78. 
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the stupidity of life in which this can prevail: "Can you not hear?"; 

that is, Mixif can we not understand? Crane, by using a contrast which 

at first glance has no meaningful connection, nas thus established a 

mood out of the mixture of opposites. The same achievement is true of 

the controversial line: "(The chcuiting disintegrate and the two-faced 

eagle.)" The apparently incongruous insertion here of the petition— 

"All-feeling God, hear in the war-night" (l\o. 129)—is effective in 

establishing the mood of the poem. 

Closely allied to Crane's metaphoric technique is his use of 

color, for which iie is particularly noted. Berryman calls this 

technique impressionistic. 

This famous color of xiis plays a part in his work that has been 
exaggerated, but it is important. Gifted plainly with a power
ful and probabl̂ i' veiy odd sense of color, fortified then by 
Goethe, he did not refuse to use it: sometimes he abused it, 
and he increasingly abandoned it.-'-̂  

Most artists use color to some extent, but Crane's unicueness lies in 

tnt degree to which he used color to denote moods and feelings. This 

particular usage is less apparent in his poetr;̂ '', vhiere Crane is more 

orthodox in nis iise of the color spectrum, but even here he uses it in 

unusual ways: we are deluged with such strange combinations as black 

streams of people in poem No. 32 in Llach Riders; pin^ h^mns in .io, 120; 

lantern lights flasning carmen, violet, green and gold in Poeiu Ho. 101 

in Uar is Kind; snakes in bronze, emerald, and yellow in ..io. 66 in 

War is Kind; a purple and orange clotn of life in ho. CZ in BlacK 

Riders; a bronze arm of God in iio. 129; and yellow trencnes in lIo. 7^ 

in War is Kind. 

19 
Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. 289. 
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Black, the dominant color in Crane's poetry, is used almost twice 

as manj'- times as any other color, îiext most uî.ed colors are wnite, 

blue, grey, and red—in that orcl̂ r̂. The frequency of use of black 

and widte, as contrasting colors, is of particular interest when one 

considers Crane's interest in Goethe't; Theoi^ of Chrc»n_aticŝ . 

Although Goetne, who tried to refute Isaac hewton's Opti^cs, was 

later proven wrong, l.ls "contribution to t.ie Knowledge of colour 

demanded by artists . . . is very valuable. Painters have repeatedli-y 

20 
acknowledged tne advantage they have derived from it . . . .' Goethe's 

stud̂ ' involved a tneory of contrasts and dealt with color perception. 

In his (Goethe) experiments on colours, then, he notes that 
when a piece of paper is treated with repeated coat;:: of yellow 
or blue a point is reached wnen v,e can no long-er bimyly speak of 
the yellow or blue becoming deeper; they each take on a new 
reddisn tone. Similarly if a yellow or blue liquid is poured 
into a vessel of white porcelain which is steeped at the bot
tom, the colour varies according to the thickness of the 
liquid, assLDxing a reddisi^ tinge as the vessel deepens, until 
at tne deepest part, vnere the thickness is greatest, it apyears 
as orange or violet. In both cases -tre may observe how a differ
ence in degree becomes a difference in kind . . . . If the 
process of intensification is continued, we finally obtain a 
clear red in Wi.ich there is no trace of either yellow or blue: 
but mixing the red derived from yellow with that derived from 
blue . . . according to Goethe . . . out of the oneness that 
is light, the manifold variety of colour is made manifest to 
our senses. The primary colour, ;> ello>, , ve become av̂ are of di
rectly through light, while the other primary colour, blue 
arises at the oyosite pole of dari.ness. Coiubined, these 
simple opposites give green; but each is capable of intensifi
cation, whereby it progressively assumes a different hue, and 
the union of the two intensified opposites gives red.*=̂ l 

20 
C. H. Lewes, The Life and Worlds of Goetie (London: J. lA, Dent 

and Sons LTD), p. 352. 

"Tllizabeth M. V^ilkinson and L. A. Willoughby, Goethe: Poet and 
Thinker (New York: Barnes and hoble. Inc., 19C'2), p. 191-192. 
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Goethe thus maintained that both light and dark resolve into different 

colors and that color is not actually contained in lit^ht, but it is 

the product of a mixing of llgiit and dark. As related to Crane's work, 

this interest in light and dark is pernaps more evident, as vill be 

shown, iu The heh bauge than in his poetry. 

22 
Berryman maintains tnat paintii-c; had no influence on Crane, and 

23 

Corwin Linson, an arti.t friend of Crane's, agrees with this. How

ever, Goethe's theory/ of color is quite apparent in iriyrê jsionistic 

].ainting, as this tneory of such work indicated: 

Each plane of shade creates around itself a sort of aura of 
light, ar.d each luminous plane creates around itself a zone 
of shade. In a similar way, a coloured area communicates its 
'complementary' to the neighboring colour, or heightens it if 
it is 'co'̂ plementar:/.'2*+ 

In considering Crane's use of color in relation to the symbolist move

ment prevalent in the late 1590's, one notes, in the range of 

sj-mbolist color imagery, a great use of yellow, a fact that is not 

true of Crane's poetry/-. However "decadence" has been defined as 

25 
"reflections of purjjle and gola." and one takes note that Craiie has 

used purple and orange to describe the "fabric of life." 

22 
Berrjonan, Stephen Crane, p . 289. 

23 
Corvrin K. Linson, My Stephen Crane (Ŝ ,racuse University Press, 

1958), p. k6, 
2k 
G. di San Lazzaro, cited in Paintings in France: 1895-19^9, 

p. 28n, quoted by R. W. Stallman, "Notes Toward an Analysis of The 
Red Badge of Courage," Stephen .Crane:_A Collection of Critical Essays, 
ed. hy Maurice Bassan (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1967), p. 128. 

25 ^ 
Balakian, The Symbolist Movement, v, 65. 
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In 8uiy examination of Crane's poetic technique, one must notice 

hio extensive use of personification, as might be expected from his 

emphasis upon allegory and fable, abstractions are frequently given 

human characteristics, e. tz» •> tradition, sin, charity, truth, vanity, 

justice, love and time. God, or some t̂ Tpe of diety, often takes on 

human cî -aracteristics in :iiany of Crane's poems, and at various times, 

some form of personification is used with such varied topics as trees, 

mountains, vater, tea, devils, death demons, 'vind, shi2.fi.. birds, 

grass, spirits, angelo , and flowers. 

Tne ULe of apostrophe, closely related to personification, is 

found in tv.̂ ent rix out of the sixty-eiglit poems in Black Riders. In 

War is Kind., only one of the love poems is written in the third person, 

wziile fourteen—nine of which are in "Intrigue"—of the poems in the 

book use direct address. Eight of the twenty-three posthumously pub

lished poems ma^.e some use of apostrophe. 

Throughout Crane's f.oems , there is a consistent â ŷeal by very 

concrete nature of his sensuous detail to the senses of the reader— 

to his senses of sigi^t, heariny, touch, smell, taste, and thermol. 

"You've got to feel the things you •̂irrite if you want to make an im

pact on the world." This quote is attributed to Crane by Stallman, 

who goes on to compare Crane's credo to Conrad's: "by the power of 

the written word to make you hear, to mai*;e ycu feel—it, before all to 

26 
make you see. That—and no more, and it is everything," 

26 
R. W. Stallman and D. R. Hagemann, e d . , The War Dis£atcii£s of 

Stenhen Crane (New York: :iey ICork Univers i ty P r e s s , 196^1), p . 167. 
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Crane's concern with the senses is apparent in almost every poem, 

with greatest stress falling on those of hearing and seeing. Tni. 

postnumousl,>-published poem ii. a good examrle of Crane's use of all six 

senses: 

A soldier, young in ;>'ears, young in ambitions. 
Alive as no yrey-beard is alive 
Laid his heart and his tropes before duty 
And went staunchly into the tempest of war. 
Tliere did the bitter red winds of battle 
Swirl 'gainst nis youtii, beat upon nis ambitions. 
Drink i.is cool clear blood of manhood 
Until at coming forth time 
He was alive merelj' as the grey-beard is alive. 
And for this— 
The nation rendered to him a flower 
A little thing—a flower 
Aje, but yet not so little 
For this flower grew in the nation's heart 
A wet, soft blossom 
From tears of her who loved her son 
Lven vnen tht Dlaci: battle rages 
Made his face the face of furious urchin. 
And tliis she cnerished 
And finally laid it upon the breast of him. 
A little tning—tnis flower? 
No—it vas the flower of duty 
Tnat inhales tne black smoke-clouds 
And fastens its roots in bloodv sod 
And yet comeb fortii so fair, so fragrant— 
Its birth is sunlight in grimest, darkest place. (12̂ +) 

Almost every line in the above X'Oem gives tee reader a mental picture, 

each appealing to an aspect of tne senses, including tnose of the 

young, the older man, a war, a dead soldier, a grave, a flower, a 

mother crying for her son, and the unforgettable face of the urchin 

(reminding one of Henry in The Red Badge of Courage). One can smell 

the flower and the black smoke clouds. Tiiere are both tVie feel and 

the taste of the "cool, clear blood." The tempest of the war ringo in 

one's ears as does the weej)lng of the mother as she places the flower 

on the breast of her son. 
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Crane's cognizance of his stress on the senses reveals itself in 

his use of words specifically referring to the senses: e. g., see, look, 

behold, listen, hear, taste. Listings of these may be found in tne Ap

pendices. The constant repetition oC imch words throughout tne poems 

suggests that thjir use in this manner is a deliberate tecimique of 

Crane's writing. 

Alt;icugh the influence on Crane of the French s.,mbolii.;ts is 

douotful, one must note that his extensive use of sense appeal was 

in accord vith oiieir viev/s: "Images drawn from tiiu world whicn the 

senses x-̂ r̂ceive are our only means of coram\micating tne nameless 

t 27 

things of the inner life.' Moreover, as might be expected -.rith 

such strong einyhasis on tne senses. Crane makes use of numerous sound 

patterns including onomatopoeia, repetition or reiteration, alliteration, 

and even r..--me. In Thê  Black Riders one can hear the clang and clang 

of spear and snielu, txi.e clash aiid clasli of noof and heel, the clajnor 

of people and tongues, the clash of war, t/.ie flasn of lightenings, 

the crash of thiinders, and the moan of purple winds. In \Jar_ is Kind 

there are booming drums, soft lasi.ings and dwindling booms; the flick

ering and gleamin.̂ t of steel, the whispering and v/hisiering of snakes; 

rumbling vheels, the clip-clapper of the tongue of wood; the chatter 

of a deati-demon; champing of hats, weeping, gnashinjC,, and crooning. 

Sound is also used to stress the ideas in Crane's ''Father of the Never-

ending Circles," (129) in such lines as the following, filled with 

onomatopoeia: 

27 
Lewisohn, The Poets of Modern France, p. 19. 
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Rumbling, buzzing, turning, whirling Vhieels, 
Dizzy Wheels! 
V/heelsI (75) 

Such sound techniques, along with word reiteration, constitute one of 

Crane's major teCiUii^ues. ilan̂ / of Crane'L. poem.s begin vith such phrases 

as "inere was," "Tnere were," "ihere is," or "There came." 

Reiteration of first and last lines, first two lines arid last two 

lines, first words of lines, and last words in lines are some of tiie 

more ccmamon practice^ of Crane, used to some extent in almost every 

poem. The use of stanzaic refrain lines often give a rhytlmiic repe-

ti^ion, as jeen in "hlue Battalions", quoted previously, and "War is 

Kind," below: 

Do not weei , maiden, for war is xiind. 
Because your lover threw wild hands toward the sky 
And Lne affrignted steea ran on alone. 
Do not weep. 
War it> isind. 

Hoarse, booming drums of the regiment, 
ijittle souls wno thirst for fight. 
These men were bom to drill and die. 
The unexplained glory flies above them. 
Great is tne Battle-God, great, and his Kingdom— 
A field where a thousand corpses lie. 

Do not weep, babe, for war is kind. 
Because your father tumbled in the yellow trenches. 
Raged at his breast, g\ilped and died. 
Do not weep. 
War is kind. 

Sv/ift blazing flag of the regiment. 
Eagle with crest of red and gold, 
Tliese men were born to drill and die. 
Point for than the virtue of slaughter, 
Make plain to them the excellence of killing 
And a field where a thousand corpses lie. 

Mother whose heart nung humble as a button 
On the bright sr lendid sliroud of your son. 
Do not weep. 
War is kind. (VJK, No. 76) 
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Particular attention may be called to the repetition of the 

initial line, "Do not weep, maiden, for \;ar is kind", as t.ue first 

line of the third staiiza wltn only a change made from maiden to babe. 

The same wordi>, in a slightly different arrangement, are repeated at 

the ends of stanzas one, three, and five: "Do not weep./ War is kind." 

The last lines of the second and fourth stanznr. are almost identical 

with only one word changed. ; tanza two ends "A field where a thousand 

corpses lie;" stamza four ends "And a field where a thour̂ and corpses 

lie." All of tnese lines illustrate well Crane's often-noted method 

of using some form of reiteration of words with only a sligJit change 

in the line. Many times, however, identical repetition is used, as 

the third lines in stanzas two and four illustrate: "These men were 

born to drill and die." The use of initial reiteration is seen in the 

second lines of tne first and third stanzas: "Because your lover 

. . . " and "Because your father. . . . " 

Altnough rhyme is usually said to be a.-̂ ent in Crane's verse, 

there is nonetheless a surprising amount of it present, usually in an 

unobtrusive manner. In hlacli Riders, one finds such combinations as 

me/ye, fair/dar^, away'/vay, calamity/equality, stirig/notning;, see^/me, 

despair/tlier£, siji/frî end, and Basket/wi£ket. In War is_ Kind one finds 

die/lie, repeated tv/ice, lights/knights, and hat^/r^tful. In one 

posthumously publisnc-d poem, "Unwind m, riddle," there is almost per

fect rhyme with |1Ly./diê /higj£/n£/tie. In "Ali, haggard purse, why ope 

thy mouth," there is honestie/thee/me. In "Tell me not in joyous 

numbers?—a dig at Longfellow—there is combination of sublime/rhyme. 
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Berryman has also pointed out tnat "War is Kind" (see page 29) is 

28 
based on the ;>ound of i_ in tne word kind. 

Another sound device, alliteration, is used tjiroughout Crane's 

verse, and a look at Appendix S will shov Crane's preference for the 

/s/ sounds, followed by /w/, and the various /t/ and /tii/ sounds. It 

may also be noted that Crane hair a tendency to use alliteration with 

the final word of a line and the first word of the next line. 

One of the most impressive aspects of Crane's poetî , is perhaps 

the irony, vmicn fiasj..es in and out of his work like r;uichsilver. As 

a matter of fact, John Galsworthy has pointed out that Crane made of 

29 
irony practically a iiallmark. Amy Lowell notes that "Crane's irony 

clanks Ly heavily clad in steel and brandishing a molesting 

.,30 
spear. . . . " Garnett attribute;^ Crane's success •'.vitn irony to 

its combination vitn pasijion, saying that these two qualities combine 

to form what is most unique in Crane: 

His wonderful insight into and mastery of the primary passions, 
and his irony deriding the swelling emotions of the self. It 
is his irony that checkii the emotional intensity of his deline
ation, and suddenly reveals passion at high tension in the clutch 
of the implacable tides of life. It is the i.̂ erfect fusion of 
these two forces of passion and ironŷ  that creates Crane's spiri
tual background, and raises nis work, at its finest, into the 
higher zone of man's tragic conflict \j±th the universe.31 

28 
Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. 272. 

29 
Joim Galsworthy, quoted by Schoberlin, The Sullivan Coimty 

Sketches of Stephen Cran£, p. 15. 
30 
Lowell, Introduction to Th£ Work of Stephen Crane, VI, ea. 

oy Wilson Follett, p. xviii. 
31 
Edward Garnett, quoted in Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. 256. 
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Cady euid Wells point out that Crane's irony is a result of his 

32 
disillusionment with conventionalities, and this conclui^ion api/ears 

logical when one considers Crane's background and hi.'s obt-ession vith 

religious tiiemes. he accepts, if somewhat rel elliously, v/hat is to 

nim man's miserable fate, but he does not understand '^hy the situation 

should be so. Everywhere, Crane is .̂eeking answers to his questions; 

and, finding none acceptable, he resionds -with heavy and bitter irony. 

One finds i eople •o^no stu idly fought because they wouldn't stand 

in rovs, wnich was all tnat was required of than: "And tnose who 

stayed in bloody scuffle / iaiew not the great simplicity. (BE, No. 5)" 

In "God fashioned the ship of the world carefully," tiie conclusion ia 

a mastery of flat, blank ironical understatement: "And there were 

many in the SK;, / Who laughed at this thing." Crane is a master at 

leaving the reader, so to s eak, with his mouth open, wondering if 

tne verse is somehow unfinisnt:;d. The abrupt closing tends to malte 

one, at first reaction, think tnat there must be more; a second look 

reveals the source of the irony in that there is, in truth, nothing 

more to say. The same sort of treatment is apparent in "Tell brave 

deeds of war, (BR, ho. 15)" vnere Crane talks of "stern stands'' and 

"bitter runs for glory" and then quietly notes: "Ah, I think there 

were braver deeds." A sense of questioning, while doubtfully ac

cepting, appears in: 

There was one who sought a ne\. road, 
he went into direful thickets, 

^^Cady and Vvells, Stephen Crane's Love Letters to Nellie Grouse, 

p. 22. 
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And ultimately he died thus, alone; 

But they said he had courage. (BR, No. 17) 

One finds men building a "ball of masonry" which crushed them to death, 

"but some had opportunity to squeal." A somewhat humorous type of 

irony is involved in: 
"Think as I think," said a man, 
"Or you are abominably wicked. 
You are a toad." 

And after I had thought of it, 

I said: "I will, then, be a toad." (BR, Ho. ̂ 7) 

Both understatement and overstatement are employed in the poem, 

"War is Kind," (see page 29 above) with the first, second, and third 

stanzas developing heart-rending understatement contrasted by the blast 

of overstatement in stanzas two and four. The same form may be seen 

in "Tne Blue Battalions" (see page 22 above). "A man said to the 

universe" (see pa,ge l6 above) shows a sarcastic, bitter irony, as does 

tne following: 

"Have you ever made a just man?" 
"Oh, I have made three," answered God, 
"But two of them are dead 
And the third-
ListenI ListenI 
And you will hear the third of his defeat." (WK, No. 80) 

Bitter irony, or pessimism, often develops into naturalistic 

technique; and Crane's work shows no exception, since in many ways, it 

may be classified as naturalistic. Although Maggie is usually cited as 

Crane's most naturalistic piece of work, Ahnebrink classifies Crane as 

a naturalistic writer on the basis of many of his other works as well 

and cites the seven following characteristics of naturalistic writing: 

vague characterization, with characters usually of the lower or coarser 
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types; lack of free will on the piurt of man; emphasis on sex; idea of 

the insignificance of man in the modern universe; emphasis on the beast 

in man; the new woman, often immoral or amoral; a pessimistic view of 

33 

life. With the exception of the next to the last above, all of these 

characteristics may be found in Crane's poetry. For example, his 

characters are vague, resulting from his prevailing practice of not 

using names for characters; thus instead of named persons, we get only 

"a man," "a youth," "a sage," or "a tutor." These unnamed characters, 

as Bassan points out, are "pitiful, absurd, doomed figures engaged in 
3k 

dramatic confrontations vith a terrible fate." Ahnebrink says of 

Crane's characters; 

In general his cheuracters were of the unfit, unable to assert 
themselves. There was no room, no foothold for them, only 
despair and frustration in a world wherein the battle was to 
the strong, and the weak and humble were trampled down.35 

Thus, in the following poem, we have only "tutor," "father," and 

sage. 

The trees in the garden rained flowers, 
Children ran there joyously. 
They gathered the flowers 
Each to himself. 
Now there were some 
Who gathered great heaps— 
—Having opportunity and skill— 
Until, behold, only chance blossoms 
Remained for the feeble. 

33 
Ahnebrink, The Beginnings of Naturalism in American Fiction, 

pp. 183-232. 
^k 

Bassan, I n t r o d u c t i o n , Stephen Crane: A CaIJ.£ction^ of C r i t i c a l 
Essays , p . k, 

35 
Alinebrlnk, The Beginnings of Naturalism in American F i c t i o n , 

p . 19^. 
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Tlien a little spindling tutor 
Ran Importantly to the father, crying: 
"Pray, come hitherI 
See this unjust thing in your garden!" 
But when the father had surveyed. 
He admonished the tutor: 
"Not so, small sage! 
This thing is just. 
For, look you, 
Are not they who possess the flowers 
Stronger, bolder, shrewder 
Th€in they who have none? 
Why should the strong— 
—The beautiful strong— 
Why should they not have the flowers?" 
Ui>on reflection, the tutor bowed to the ground. 
"My Lord," he said, 
"The stars are misplaced 
By this towering wisdom." (VHv, No. 102) 

Other characteristic naturalistic traits may be illustrated as follows: 

There were meuay who went in huddled procession 
They knew not whither; 
But at any rate, success or calamity 

Would attend all in equality. (BR, No. 17) 

Or one finds such lines as "The bustling fates/ Heap his hands with 

corpses" and "March the tools of nature's impulse." 

Sex plays no major role in Crane's verse except in the "Intrigue" 

section in War is Kind, where there is the desert scene with its snake 

symbolism (WK, No. S6) and "A naked woman and a dead dwarf" (Wo. 115). 

In the latter, the naked woman is referred to as "the eternal clown," 

and Crane's love poems seem to indicate a feeling that love and sex 

are evil. 

The concept of man as a beast, however, is a common item in 

Crane's poetry: for Instance, in the poem "I saw a creature, naked, 

beastial," (see page ik above); or in such examples as the following 

from Black Riders, where devils are shown as comrades and brothers 
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of men; where men bite madly as dogs might at the feet of Gods; where 

people are depicted as reptiles or as pigs who squeal; and vrhere, in 

at least two instances, the masses are likened to black streams of 

ants. In War îs Kind, people are described as chickens, mere crea

tures by a camp-fire, snakes, and in a posthumously published poem, 

man is "a cur, beaten and cut." Such concejits as these, of the 

insignificance of man, run throughout Crane's poetry in such lines as: 

If there is a witness to my little life. 
To my tiny throes and struggles, 
He sees a fool; 
And it is not fine for gods to menace fools. (BR, No. 13) 

And there are constant comparisons with mountains, height, vast spaces, 

all designed to show the smallness of man. In this respect, one is 

referred to the examination of "A man said to the universe," on page 

16 above. 

Pessimism, the last of the naturalistic characteristics listed 

above, dominates Crane's poetry, characterizing line after line: e. g., 

"But at last he cried: *I am lost'"(BR, No. 20), "It seemed that my 

labor/ Had been to see gardens/ lying at impossible distances" (BR, No. 

26), "It crushed them all to blood" (BR, No. 31), "There is nothing,/ 

No life,/ Ho joy,/ iJo pain,—" (BR, No. U8), "If I should find nothing 

there/ But a vast blue,/ Echoless, Ignorant,—/ What then/" (BR, No. 

66)', "God lay dead in Heaven. (BR, No. 67)" To these may be added 

from War is Kind: "Wliere is God?" (V/K, No. 79); "There are no violets 

here"; (WK, No. 98) and "Have you ever made a just man" (WK, No. 80) 

(see page 33 above); and a posthumously published poem: 
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Oh, a rare old wine ye brewed for me 
Flagons of despair 
A deep deep drink of this wine of life 
Flagons of despair. (126) 

1 1 



CHAPTER III 

POETIC TECHNIQUES IN raE RED BADGĴ  OF COURAGE 

Crane's extensive use of the techniques of poetry in his best 

known novel. The Red Badge o£ Courage, is readily obvious to even the 

most casual reader of the novel, and a .V'-stematic stud: of the work 

reveals the actual extent to which these poetic techniques were used 

in what is generally classified as a prose work. Measured by the 

traditional yardstick of novels, Thê  Red_ Badge might be considered a 

literary stepchild, sans plot, love interest and development of 

character. The book is even considered by some critics to be a long 

short story, as opposed to the more conventional forms of the novel. 

Certainly, The Red Badge lacks many of the trappings of the novel, 

and, in a sense, constitutes a psychological study rather than a story 

at all. It might be suggested, then, that the techniques used oy 

Crane are ideally suited to his subject, which is one of the emotion 

of character, rather than the movement of plot. Since the poetic 

genre is the form of literary art which makes the heaviest claim of 

the feelings or the emotions of the reader, its techniques could 

conceivably be applied to a psychological novel of this sort. 

In examining The Red Badge with regard to ] oetic techniques used, 

this writer has chosen to pay particular attention to two aspects of 

Crane's poetic style: his persistent use of the metaphor and his 

39 
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color Imagery. But attention will also be directed, of course, to his 

use of most of the other devices discussed in the preceding chapter. 

Including reiteration, alliteration, onomatopoeia, sense appeal, per

sonification, symbolism, and irony. Instances of naturalistic tech

niques, ed-though not solely a poetic technique, will also be pointed 

out In The Red Badge, particularly since these same naturalistic 

techniques are employed by Crane in his "lines." 

As pointed out in a previous chapter. Crane has been accused by at 

least one critic, Colvert, of having one main v^eakness—his Inability 

to control the metaphor; other critics, on the other hand, have ac 

claimed the author for his so-called metaphoric imagination. Yet, 

despite this debate over whether Crane's use of the metaphor is a 

weakness or a strength, one fact is apparent: the metaphors in The 

Red Badge virtually leap at the reader from almost every page, and 

Indeed from almost eveiy sentence. The prevalence of the metaphor in 
/ 

this novel can hardly be denied. 

In the first paragraph, one finds " . . . the red, eyelike gleam 

of hostile camp-fires set in the low brows of distant hills." A few 

paragraphs later, the reader sees ''. . . battles as crimson blotches 

on the pages of the past." One finds that campfires are "red, gleam

ing eyes," or "peculiar red blossoms." Discouragement is "a yellow 

light," and monsters are "dark shadows." Simultaneously,, the reader 

is also struck by the fact of Crane's combinations of color with meta-

phor, to the degree that it becomes one of his mo^t obvious devices. 

One of Crane's most controversial images may be cited as this line: 
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"The red sun was pasted in the sky like a wafer." Stallman suggests 

that the "wafer" is a symbol of the white wafer used in Christian cere

monies, and that here it is symbolically saturated idth the blood of 

Christ. Since the sentence appears in the story just after the death 

of Jim Conklln, whom some critics claim rey^resents Jesus Christ, even 

to the initials "J. C.," the image of the sun as a sacrificial wafer 

is relevant. The soxirce for this controversial image, according to 

Stallman, was Kipling's The Light That Failed. This ĵUotation from 

the Kipling work, published in I89I, is noted by Stallman: "The fog 

was driven apart for a moment, and the sun shone, a blood-red wafer, 

on the water." Very much like this im.age is the t.itle of Crane's 

novel. The Red Badĝ e of Coiiragê , vrhich is itself, a color metaphor, 

representing a bloody battle wound, a symbol for courage. 

There ic: considerable difference in Crane's brand of imagery and 

that of most other writers before and after him. While Crane was 

noted for his so-called realistic painting of war, he seldom approaches 

the true realism of Tolstoy, whom Crane was said to admire as a writer. 

Stallman points this out when he notes: 

In photographic realism Crane in The Red Badge only occasion
ally approaches Tolstoy.., as in the image of a dead soldier 
leaning against a tree with sodden eyes staring as from a dead 
fish. Or in the image of a corpse encountered in battle: "Once 
the line encountered the bodj- of a dead soldier, he lay upon 

tt. W. Stallman, Stephen Crane (New York: Goerge Braziller, Inc., 
1968), p. Ilk. 

2 
In connection with the image of Conklin as Christ, the death 

dance of the soldier reminds one of a line from "The Blue Battalions" 
(No. 7i^): ''The wounded make gestures like Th,y Son's." (see page 22 
above). 

^Ibid., p. 176. 
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his back staring at the sky." To the youth, "it was as if fate 
had betrayed the soldier." He identifies himself with the 
corpse (he feels that he too is betrayed), and thus the detail 
is emploved not merely for realism's sale but for a symbolic 
purpose.^ 

He goes on to note that Crane uses realistic detail metaj;horically 

and that "Crsuie's imagined painting of a battlefield seems somewhat 

synthetic and even theatrical when compared witn the photocopy realism 

of (Henri) Barbusse, Tolstoy and De Forest." Ford Madox Ford siiggests 

that in The Red Badge, "we are provided vith a map showing us our own 

hearts." 

For a more complete listing of Crane's metaphoric images, the 

reader is referred to Appendix B, where a considerable difference be

tween the prose and the poetic images is presented. For example, in 

his poetry. Crane tends to build an image of death as a demon or a 

beast. In Thje Red Badge^, death appears almost desirable as a part of 

religion, and it is compared to a sleep or a rest of some type. The 

"lines" show death as a gray thing or something evil: "The chatter 

of a death-demon from a tree-top." (see page 23 above). Fear, in 

The Red Badge, however, is closer to the "lines" in the image used, 

where it is compared to a monster or a thousand î abbling tongues. 

This, however, perhaps, suggests that it is not deatn, Lut fear, 

which Crane sees as the real tiireat to his hero. At any rate, he 

tends somewhat to confuse- -and even equate—the two symbolically. 

k 
Ibid., 180. 

^Ibid., 180. 

^Ibid-, 180. 
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Crane's metaphoric images for people, or soldiers in The Red 

Badge^, are similar in both the novel and the poetry. The v;ar stor̂ -

portrays soldiers as sheep, pigs marching into a pen, or swarming bees. 

This is comparable to Crane's poetic images of people as little men, 

streams of ants, and fools. On tne other hand. Crane shows soldiers 

in some insteuices as comrades, just as he does in his poetry: 

I stood upon a high place. 
And saw, below, many devils 
Running, Leaping, 
And carousing in sin. 
One looked up, grinning. 
And said; "Comrade! Brother!" (BR, No. 9) 

It is, of course, obvious that there is considerable irony involved here, 

just as there is in the novel, where the "comrades" are actually killers 

in battle. 

Turning to the specific use of color imagery in the novel, one 

first notes with respect to frequency of use, the dominance of blue. 

Although this mignt appear unusual for an author who is noted for his 

preference for red- the color he used even in the title of the novel-

a look at the actual use of the colors (Appendix F) 'v/ill snow that 

blue is used more frequently only because it is the color of the sol

diers' uniforms. At the same time, however, it does illustrate a form 

of poetic reiteration, similar to that in "The Blue Battalions" (see 

page 22). Red, although second in frequency of use, is actually used 

for a greater variety of images—e. g, campfires, bones, eyes, faces 

of soldiers, stripes of the flag, yoiiifix .., . x^ revenges sickness, 

murder, battle, sunsets, blood, courage, wrath, monsters, beards, and 

handkerchiefs. It is perhacs interesting to note that the four colors 
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used most frequently in The Red Badjg£ -blue, red, black, and gray--are 

SLLSO among the five most frequently used in Crane's poetry, although 

not in the same order of frequency. An outstanding exception seems to 

be in the use of yellow, dominant in The Red Badge, yet used only four 

times in Crane's "lines." 

Although the use of color is not as predominant in Crane's poetry 

as in the prose of Tb̂ e Red. Badge, there is a definite correspondence 

between the two in the choice of color for certain images. For example, 

in both verse and nrose, black is used to symbolize evil, sin, curse 

words, water, and groups of people in shadow. The color red nas al

ready been discuss=ed, and as may be seen, is used in the rrose in very 

much the same way as it is in tne poetry, where red stands for devils, 

blood, eyes, and battle. A consistent use of blue is also apparent, 

with the color usually representing the sky, uniforms, shadows, or 

evening. As might be expected, green is used in both genres to repre

sent nature and landscapes. However, it should be noted that this 

color is also used in The Red Badge to show illness or to depict 

monsters. Gray, fourth on the frequency of usage for both the novel 

and the poetry, is used in both genres to show death and clouds. The 

term crimson is used solely to portray the clash of war in both the 

poems and the novel. 

As may be seen, there is a definite pattern of consistency between 

the "lines" and The Red Badge in the use of color images. liut there 

is a difference, also, predominantly in the fact that color is used 

more often in the novel than in the poetry. There are, after all, 

some poems where no use of color is made, whereas in the novel, there 
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are, indeed, few pages, and no single chapters, where this statement 

is true. 

No comparison of Th_e Red Badge and Crane's "lines" could possibly 

be ccmylete without a look at the sound elements and rhetorical reĵ e-

tition. For example, on the first page of the novel, one finds: "He 

was swelled with a tale he had heard from a reliable friend who had 

li£ard it from a truthful calvaryman, who had heard it from his trust

worthy brother. . . . " Such rhetorical reiteration is found in most 

of Crane's poems. It is, in fact, one of the major poetic techniques 

used by Crane. Throughout The Red 'cfadge, one also find;: such rhetori

cal uses as: " . . . it occured to him that they were fighting, too, 

over there, and over there, and over therê ." The device is used in 

dialogue in the novel, just as it is in the poetry. For example, 

Henry's mother says: "'You watch out, Henry, an' ;take good care £f 

yerself in this here fighting business--you watch out, an' take good 

care of yerself.'" In another piece of dialogue, Jim Conklin says: 

"'I've thought it might get too not for Jim Conklin in some of them 

scrimmages, and if a whole lot of toys started and ruri, why, I s'pose 

^'^ start and run. And if I once started to_ run. . , .'" hear the 

close of the novel, one finds a master piece of imderstatement achieved 

through this techni.;.ue of repetition: "he had been to toucn tj.i£ gr^at 

death, and found that, after all, it was but the great deatjw" This 

might be compared with: 

A man saw a ball of £old in the skj : 
He climbed for it". 
And eventually he achieved it-
It was clay. 
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Now t h i s i s t he s t range n a r t : 
Wlien t h e man went t o t he ea r th 
And looked aga in , 
Lo, t h e r e was the b a l l of £0 ld . 
Now t h i s i s t he s t range p a r t : 
I t was a b a l l of g o l d . 
Aye, by t he heavens, i t was a b a l l of go ld . 

(BR, Ho. 357 

One finds, incidentally, not only the technique of rhetorical reitera

tion here, but the same idea of either a lack of, or a questioning of, 

the meaning in life and death. 

Crane's preferences in alliteration are not so easily determined 

in The Red Badge as in his poetry. However, a study of the first and 

last chapters of the novel reveal that the /s/ sound seems to be pre

ferred by Crane in prose jvist as it is in nis poetr̂ ŷ . Examples would 

include such phrases as: "a certain tall ŝ oldier," "some ^ort," 

"statements on the subject," "cjertain sentences," "socks and ̂ hirts,'' 

"series of struggles," "^it still, £hrieks of siiells," and numerous 

others. This is not to suggest, now ever, that Crane, by any- means, 

limited his use of alliteration. Indeed, his prose is liberally 

sprinkled with most of the consonant sounds—and some of his vowels--

in alliterative arrangement. In majriy cases, several different so\inds 

are effectively repeated in a short phrase. For example, one finds 

this sort of phrasing: " . . . drunk a drop of licker in his life, and 

£eldcm £wore. . . . " 

Onomatopoeia is another device, generally thought of as largely 

poetic, which Crane freely employs in The Red. Badge. Throughout the 

novel, for example, one listens to clamorings. clangorings, creakings, 

grumblings, tinklings, rattlings, croonings, thiinderings, rippings, 
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roarings, and clankings. These are basically the seme sound words 

emploj^ed by Crane in his "line.'̂ ." 

Turning to the question of sense appeal, we may point out, as was 

shown earlier, that Crane, in eill of his vrork, wanted to make the reader 

"see." This idea of an appeal to the ĵenjes is stressed by Sergio 

Perosa, who says that The Red Badjĵ e is, first of all, HenrA- Fleming's 

point of view: 

One is struck at first glance by the recurrence of terms 
indicating visual perceptions. Verbs like t£ see, percej/vê , 
look, observe, gaze, witness, watch, stare_, ^er_, cast ey^s, 
discover, etc., appear on practically every page, indeed no 
less than 350 times in this fairly short novel. Expressions 
like to seem, appear, look like, «exhibijb, glare, gljeam, shirie, 
t?:^3^i glimmer, display, sjiow, loom, reveal, etc., occur to 
less than 200 times. Less numerous, but still quite frequent 
are verbs of auditory perception (like to hear, etc.,) or 
those expressing inner feeling(to feel, etc.} especially 
when Henry Fleming is wounded or regaining consciousness.T 

As suggested in Appendices H, J, L, N, P, and R, sensory appeals 

abound in Crane's Red Badge; and as Perosa suggests, the visual and 

auditory sense appeals obviously dominate. However, tactile sense 

appeals are also quite strong, particularly during the battle scenes. 

One finds that various uses of the verb to see alone number over 130. 

The verb to hear is not used nearly as much, numbering under fifty 

times, but it is in the auditory area that such strong use of onoma^ 

topoeia is used, giving perhaps a more varied vocabulaî '- in tnis area. 

Tactile sense appeals are found in such phrases as "grass blades 

Sergio Perosa, "Naturalism and Impressionism in Stephen Crane's 
Fiction," Stephen Crane: A Collection of Critical E;3says, ed. by-
Maurice Bassan, p. 88. 
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pressed tenderly against his cheek"; "sweated with pain"; "knee joint 

splintered by a ball"; "gripped the tree with both arms"*, "creepers 

catching against hi^ legs"; "branches pushing against him"; "brambles 

formed chains and tried to hold him back"; "felt his shin crackle"; 

and "terrible fingers that clutched into his brain." The idea of 

brambles holding one back is also treated in "The wayfarer/ Perceiving 

the pathway to truth" (WK, No. 88). The other sense appeals including 

theni'Ol, gustatory, and olfactory, are, as in the poetry, not used as 

e;rtens.ively as those mentioned above. Listings of use of sense appeals 

in both the poetry and Tiie Red Badge may be foimd in the Appendices. 

Personification is one of the major characteristics of The Red 

Badge^, as the first sentences of the book indicate: 

The cold passed reluctantly from the earth, and the 
retiring fogs revealed an arm;/ stretched out on the hills, 
resting. As the landscape changed from brown to green, the 
army awakened, and began to tremble with eagerness at the 
noise of rumors. It cast its eyes upon the roads, which 
were growing from long troughs of liquid mud to proper 
thoroughfares. 

One presvunes, from the above, that cold has the ability to feel; 

fog has the ability to see; land can actively change itself; roads 

can grow by their own power; and an army, as a unit, can sleep, awake, 

tremble, and see. It appears, indeed, that this introductory para

graph of Th£ Red Badge is an accurate index to the style used through

out the novel, where nature, animate and inanimate objects, flash in 

and out of one another's identity. 

This abundant use of personification includes numerous instances 

of the pathetic fallacy. Fleming obviously feels that nature is 

sympathetic, and he notes, with surprise, at the end of the fifth 
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chapter, that "Nature had gone tranquilly on with her golden process 

in the midst of so much devilment." Later, in Chapter Seven, Crane 

states: "He (Fleming) conceived Nature to be a woman with a deep aver

sion to trsigedy." Then, in tne scene witJi the squirrel, Fleming feels: 

"Nature had given him a sign. The squirrel, immediately upon recog

nizing danger, had taken to his legs without ado." The reader, of 

course, is always aware that this is not Crane's view, but Fleming's. 

It is, from this source, that much of the famed irony of Crane's arises, 

since the reader is aware that Crane is, to some extent, mocking his 

hero, and to some extent sympathizing -̂rith him. The result is an 

Ironic view of the human situation, which appears to be simultaneously 

pathetic and inevitable. 

Berryman points out the same fact when he notes that Crane is 

"simultaneously at_ war with the people he creates and on th^ir side — 

and displays each of these attitudes so forcibly that the reader feels 
G 

he is himself being made a fool of. He goes on to note that a "Crane 

creation, or character, normally is pretentious and scared, the human 
Q 

condition; fitted by the second for pathos, by the first for irony." 
10 

As Thomas Beer points out, one of the most ironic scenes in The Red 

Badge concerns the business of the youth turning over his letter of 

farewell to Eenrv before the battle. The youth, who has pretended to 

Berryman, Stephen Crane, p. kO» 

^Ibid., ko. 

Thomas Beer, Stephejn Crane: A Study in American jbetterŝ  (New York 

Alfred A. Knopf, 1923), p. 127." 
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be so brave, is shown to be actually something of a coward. That he 

does not recognize his own cowardice, but actually disguises it as 

bravery, is ironic to the extent that it is positively human. The 

reader, being human, \mcomfortably recognizes the situation and the 

irony of It. This same idea is plainly stated, without the hidden 

irony, in: "If there is a witness to my little life,/ To my tiny 

throes and struggles,/ He sees a fool" (BR, No. 13). The novel, however, 

is filled with ironic understatement, such as that seen in the begin

ning of the second paragraph in the first chapter: "Once a certain 

tall soldier developed virtues and went resolutely to wash a shirt." 

TlTiis appears to be the same ironic technique employed in these lines: 

Once there came a man 
Who said 
"Range me all men of the world in rows." 
And instantly 
There was terrific clamor among the people 
Against being ranged in rows. . . . 
And blood was shed. . . . 
And those who stayed in bloody scuffle 
Knew not the great simplicity (BR, No. 5) 

Once again, the human situation is ironic because of human failure to 

recognize the obvious, or as Crane says, the "simplicity," The washing 

of the shirt by the soldier is made to appear as a tremendous task. 

It is, however, only made to appear so to the soldier; the reader knows 

better. The reader, likewise, recognizes the "simplicity," even the 

stupidity, of "ranging men in rows." For comparison, one might also 

consider these lines: 

Once there was a man— 
Oh, so wise! . . . 
At last he cried thus: 

file:///mcomfortably
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"There is nothing,— 
There Is nothing save opinion. 
And opinion be damned." (BR, No. U8) 

Again, the reader recognizes that the man was not at all vise. This 

time, however, the reader feels a slight uneasiness that he, too, is 

perhaps "oh, so wise!" Another, similar example is the following: 

Once, a man clambering to the house-tops. 
Appealed to the heavens. 
With strong voice ne called to the deaf splieres; 
A warrior's shout he raised to the suns. 
Lo, at last, there was a dot on the clouds. 
And—at last and at last-

—God--the sky was filled with armies. (WK, No. 90) 

If one appeals to Heaven as a warrior, one is answered with an 

anay; this is justice. This is also perhaps revelations of Crane's 

Methodist heritage and the Old Testament idea of an eye for an eye. 

However, the single word—God—furnished the irony here. The man on 

the housetop does not know the great "simplicity;" he does not under

stand and, in this, he is pathetic. 

Another example of Crane's use of ironic understatement in The 

Red Badge comes after the men in the new regiment begin to shed their 

knapsacks. Crane tersely concludes: "But there was much loss of 

valuable knapsacks, and, on the whole, very good shirts." This re

minds one of the same technique used in these lines: 

There was one who sought a new road. 
He went into direful thickets, 
And \iltimately he died thus, alone; 
But they said he had courage. (BR, No. 17) 

The same technique of severely ironic understatement is seen in these 

lines concerning the workmen who built a ball of masonry: 

Of a sudden, it moved: 
It came upon them swiftly; 

file:///iltimately
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It crushed them all to blood. 

But some had opportunity to squeal. (BR, No, 31) 

Once again, a simple obvious idea is stated, and it seems almost 

stupid in its simplicity. Could it matter to anyone tnat good siiirts 

were lost if the lightening of the load saved lives? Is a man any 

less dead for wnat is said of him after hi.̂ . deatli? Does "tne oppor

tunity to squeal" in any way make the ,/anibimient less? The irony is 

caustic, simple, obvious, and typically Crane in ooth the novel and 

the poetry. The û ê of irony is, in fact, so similar in the novel 
'-4 

and the poetry th.at much of The Red Badge could be rearranged as free 53 
</» 

verse, as has been suggested earlier in this -aper. For example, the H 
o 

following ironic statement is taken from Chapter TVo of The Red Badge: * 

"As the horseman wheeled his animal and galloped away, he turned to 

shout over his shoulder, 'Don't forget that box of cigars!' The 

youtn wondered what a box of cigars had to do with war." In another 

form, it might read: 

As the horsemajTi 

wheeled nis animal and galloped awa.r 
He turned to shout 
Over his shoulder, 
"Don't forget 
Txiat box of cigars!" 

The youth wondered 
V7hat 
A box of cigars 
Had to do witn 

War. 

The question of naturalistic technique in ̂ he_ Red Badge io a mat

ter of some controversy but frequently in regard to tne amount of 

natureilism involved, rlost critics would agree that the novel, like the 

poetry, is to some extent naturalistic. One of the most obvious 

00 

I 
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naturalistic techniques used by Crane is the lack of names of 

characters. Characters are known, instead, as tiie tall soldier, the 

loud soldier, or the youthful irivate. Even Fleming's full name is 

not known until Chapter Twelve, halfwâ *̂  through the book. Another 

naturalistic technique of characterization is a dwelling on ugly de

tail. Crane, as Almebrink points out, frequently does this. For 

example: 

The orderly'- sergeant of the youth's company was shot through 
tne cheekii. Its supports being injured, his jaw hung afar 
down, disclosing in the wide cavern of his mouth a pulsing ,*i«i 
mass of blood and teeth. And with it all he made attempts '̂  
to cry out. In iiis endeavour there was a dreadful earnestness, ^ 
as if ne conceived that one great snriek would mak.e him well. ^^ 

o 
X 

The lack of free will on the part of people is also typical of ^ 
mmm 

naturalistic writing, and is readil ̂  apparent in both Tne Red Badge § 
1 

and Crane's "lines." Fleming feels that he did not join the army of 

nis own free .rill—that he is, in fact, in "a moving box." One of 

the best examples of the idea of the ridiculous Helplessness of man, as 

written in Crane's poetry, is found in his "God fashioned the ship of 

the world carefully." TTie poem ends: "And there were many in the sky/ 

Who laughed at this thing." This also shows the insignificance of man 

in the modern universe, a typical naturalistic idea. In The Red Badge, 

Fleming realizes his insignificance wnen he is not even missed by his 

regiment, and again when an officer speaks of him and his friends as 

though they were nothing. This idea is expressly pointed out by Crane 

also in his lines: 
"̂ "''Ahnebrink, The Beginnings o^ Naturalism in American Ficti_qn, 

p. 181|. 



A man said to the universe: 
"Sir, I exist!" 
"However," replied the universe, 
"The fact has not created in me 
A sense of obligation." (WK, No. 96) 

The naturalistic idea that man is an animal is shown clearly in 

The Red Badge in such lines as "a mad cry of exultation"; "A panther 

at prey'*; "plunged like a mad horse"; "they showed their teeth . . . 

launched themselves at the throats of those who stood resisting"; 

"pulsating saliva stood at the corner of his mouth"; "his teeth set 

in a curllke sneo-l"; "spasmodic gulpings at his throat"; "ran like a .J 

rabbit"; "like a proverbial cnicken"; "a red rage"; "exasperation of ^* 

a pestered animal"; and "made his rage into that of a driven beast." O 
Mb. 

r" 
Finally, it will be remembered, considering the question of tech- ^ 

Xt 

nlques in The Red Badge, that many of Crane's poems are classified as 2 
allegories and fables, and The Red Badge has also been compared to 

both. Williams and Starrett have called the novel "a study in the 

12 
psychologj^ of fear,, one of the great allegories of war. ..." 

James B. Colvert calls the book a fable, saying that this fact wo\ild 

give "a summary/ of the plot of the novel and an expansion of the meta

phor by which Henry interprets his victory. There are tne familiar 

elements—the terror and rage of tl̂ e hero, the hallucinatory imagery, 

the antagonism of Nature, the delu..B±T?e victory, the heroics, the nar-

'13 
rator's ironic commentary'.'' 

12,,. Williams and Starrett, Stephen Crane; A Bibliography, p. 11. 

"^^James B. Colvert, "Stephen Crane's Magic Mountain," in 
Stephen Crane: A Collection of Critisal^ Essays, ed. by Bassan, p. 100. 



CliAPTER IV 

THEMATIC CONCEPTS IN THE VERSE AÎ D THE NOVJiL 

The primary literary contribution of Crane may well lie in his 

technical innovations. This does not in any way, however, negate the 

matter of his themes in terms of their importance in the area of criti

cism. In the case of Crane, in fact,--and as has already been shown A 
«n 
: K 
:ia» to a certain extent—the themes of the works axe obviously closely re

lated to the tecimlques used in those works. Certainly, the extensive J5 

use of irony, the naturalistic tendencies, and the synnbolism would all C 
33 

be closely related to the thematic concepts. And with respect to the S 
3e 

purpose of this study, the presence of similar themes in the verse and 

the novel is even more significant; for the reader discerns that he 

cannot divorce the theme from the technique and must, instead, look 

from the one to the other to discover the extent of tiie relationship. 

Two main themes seem to run tiiroughout both The Red Badge and 

the "lines": (l) the individual and his relationship to God and na

ture; and (2) war as a natural state of man. Hoffman recognizes these 

same themes and feels that they are perhaps better defined in the 

poetry than in the fiction: "In his verse Crane defines or implies 

his essential convictions about man's relations to God, to nature, to 

women, and to h±i fellowman. These convictions are the assumptions 

55 
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on which his fiction is based.""^ In view of this truth, it would be 

well, then, to look to the "lines" for more concise definitions of 

those tnemes which are implied or suggested in The Red Badge. 

When one considers Crane's strong Methodist heritage, it is 

hardly surprising that the author would be concerned in his \n:iting 

vith the relationship of man to God. As the son and grandson of promi

nent Methodist ministers, Crsuie, whose mother was also a leading 

religious writer, woxild undoubtedly have been well versed in Bible-

reading and hymn singing. It vrould, therefore, be natural for hiii not ^ 
X 
IS* 

only t o adopt the technique of the parable in his wri t ing, but to con- y* 
« j 

cem himself with religious ideas as well. In the case of Crane, o 
X 

tnese ideas largely took the form of questioning and active rebellion. «« 
s 

In fact, Hofftnan suggests that some critics see no other theme in •jo 
2 

Crfiuae's verse than "the smashing of idols." Amy Lowell also takes 

note of Crane's religious background when she comments: "He dis

believed it and he nated it, but he could not free himself from it. 

. . . Crane's soul was neaped with bitterness and this bitterness he 

flung back at the theory of life which had betrayed him." Along 

this same line, Colvert says that Crane's work shows a state of 

spiritual unrest; that Crane is simply asking: 

Is God dead in Heaven, the questioning runs, and man alone in 
a heedless universe? Or is He terribly alive, breathing malice 

"Sioffman, The Poetry of Stepnen Crane, p. 20. 

^Ibid., U5. 

"^Lowell, Introduction, The Work of Stephen Crane^ Vol. VI., ed. 
by Follett, p. xix. 
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and hatred on helpless little men? Or is He perhaps a kindly God, 
screened from the view of man? What hope has man, burdened with 
sin and guilt, pride and self-love, to enter His Kingdom, if it 
does exist? Worrying these questions. Crane is torn between 
blasphemy and piety.^ 

In complete agreement is Bassan, who notes: 

Wounded in perhaps his deepest—the minister in him—by the fail
ure of society and the church, the failure of men to measure up 
to ideal codes of Nobility and Human Kindness (the latter "the 
final wall of the wise man's thought," he said), he could 
respond only negatively.5 

The key to Creuie's thoughts on some of these problems may well lie 

in the third chaiJter of The i^d Badge, where Henry sees the corpse of a 

soldier and looks into the face. "He vaguely desired to walk around S 

Colvert, "Stephen Crane's Magic Mountain," Stephen Crane: A Col
lection of Critical Essays, ed. by Bassan, p. 102. 

3assan, Introduction, Steplien Crane: A Collection of Critical 
Essays, p. k. 

M 

and around the body and stare; the impulse of the living to try to O 

read in dead eyes the answer to the Question." Although it has been 5 

suggested by some critics that this is Hamlet's "Question" as to S 

whether life continues after death, it would appear to this writer 

that a more likel;/' question, in accord with Crane's other work, would 

involve tx̂ e meaning, or lack of meaning, in this life and, perhaps, 

pose the question: Wiierein lies man's salvation? In seeking his own 

answer to this question. Crane appears, particularly and clearly in 

his "lines," to develop five main themes in connection with the indivi

dual relationship to God. He maintains (l) that there are separate 

codes for gods and men, (2) that God cannot be understood by man, and 

(3) that the established church 1^ not godly. He does not, however, {k) 

deny God. Number 5—perhaps Crane's gaiswer to the "Question"—men are 
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brothers in sin, and to be brothers and comrades is man's only hope. 

Hofftnan remarks: 

For Crane the natural state of man is conflict, against a cruel 
God, an indifferent nature, an ironic fate. Love is the loyalty 
of two doomed souls to one another. In a world devoid of moral 
purpose, life without human loyalties is a senseless protraction 
of suffering. Confronting huge amoral forces, the individual hews 
the solitary path of his own unimportant life. His life may be a 
futile one, but if it has been loyal, kind, or supremely sacri
ficial, he may take comfort from it when all striving is done. 

In such a world the natural condition of society is war.6 

Eric Solomon euLso points out that Crane equates war with life and 

"makes the reality of battle parallel the reality of human existence, .:^^ 

wnere the mere passing of one test does not remove the possibility of J^ 

other tests."' g 

That Crane feels there is a vast difference—an unjust difference— ss 
s 

between the rules for gods and tnose for men is made quite apparent in ia 

such lines as those concerning the wrathful god who was beating a man. 

The man bit back at the god and then: 

The people cried: 
"Ah, Vhat a wicked man!" 
And— 
"An, what a redoubtable god!" (hR, ho. 19) 

Clearly, these lines sa that what is good for the gods is wicked for 

man. This idea is emphasized again in the angel's advice to the man 

that it is wrong for him to wage war; he should live like a flower. 

The man replies that it would be wrong only for the angels to wage war 

since man is not capable of living in peace. (BR, No. 5^) Again, 

Hoffman, Tiie Pc»etry of; StepJien .Crane, p. 1̂ +6. 

'̂ Eric Solomon, Stephen Crane in England: A Portrait of t_h_e Artiest 
(Ohio State University Press, IS^kTl p. 80. 
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Crane questions the dual code in the story about the wicked man who is 

condemned by the spirit and, yet, for whom the maiden cries: 

Now, this is i t — 
If the spirit was just, 

Wliy did the maid weep? (BR, No. 25) 

Perhaps, the best example of tnis tneme in Crane'L> "lines", however, 

comes in his "God fashioned tne ship of the world carefully," where 

God makes the world, complete with man, a stupid thing laughed at by 

many in the sky. 

In the same manner. The Red Badge shows God to be a blood- 4 

swollen god of war, who has little connection with the petty men vno •'* 

m 
must fight those wars. One is reminded of Greek and Roman mythology, ig 

r-
where the gods sit apart on Olympus and maneuver the mortals, who have o3 

pi 
no will of their o\7n. /ahnebrink stresses the lack of free will in '̂  

Th^ Red Badge when he say s that Crane "made it clear that the soldiers 

had little free will, and were pawns in the hands of forces tney could 

•7 
not control." Tnese lines from The Red Badge illustrate that idea: 

But he instantly saw that it would be impossible for him 
to escape from the regiment. It enclosed him. And there were 
iron bars of tradition and law on four sides. He was in a mov
ing box. 

As he perceived this fact, it occurred to him that he had 
never wished to come to the war. He had not enlisted of his 
free will, he had been dragged by the merciless government. 
And now they were talking him out to be slaughtered. 

There is, however, no lack of will on the part of Crane when it 

comes to denouncing that representative of God on earth, the estab

lished church=~the same church as that of Crane's forefathers. In 

8 Ahnebrink, Thj; Beginnings of Naturalism in American Fiction, 
p. 35^^. 
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the same vein, one reads: 

You tell me this is God 
I tell you this is a printed list, 
A burning candle and eui ass. (WK, No. 85) 

Once more, in a posthumously published poem, one finds these cutting 

lines: 

The patent of a lord 
And the bangle of a bandit 
I4ake argument 
Which God solves 
Only after lighting more candles. (133) 

That the church has little connection with God or heaven is evident in 2 

such lines as these: 
m 

Two or three angels x 
Came near to the earth. r-
They saw a fat church. jg 
Little black streams of people P» 
Came and went in continually. -«C 
And the angels were puzzled 
To know why the people went thus, 
And why they stayed so long within. (BR, No. 32) 

The clergy does not escape criticism from. Crane, who suggests 

again and again that there is deception involved. One reads such 

lines as: 

You say vou are holy> 
And that 
Because I have not seen you sin. 
Aye, but there are those 
Who see you sin, my friend. (BR, No. 50) 

He goes on to repeat almost the same idea, with added emphasis, in 

another poem: 

With eye and with gesture 
You say you are holy. 
I say you lie; 
For I did see you 
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Draw away your coats 
From the sin upon the hands 
Of a little child. 
Liar! (BR, No. 57) 

X 

However, he maintains, there ar^ those who see and recognize the false 

clergy, and falseness must suffer bearing the knowledge of this: 

There was a great cathedral. 
To solemn songs, 
A white procession 
Moved tow-ard the altar. 
The chief man there 
V.'as erect, and bore himself proudly. 
Yet some could see him cringe. 
As in a place of danger, '^ 
Throwing frightened glances into the air, ;J 
A-start at threatening faces of tne past. -/> 

(BR, No. 63) 

One is reminded of the church in Henry's home in The Red Badge when 

"... some enthusiast jerked the rope frantically to tell the twisted 5£ 

news of a great battle. This voice of the people rejoicing in the 

night. ..." The contrast of the church and the people rejoicing over 

a war or a battle is perhaps typical of Crane'o technique, where the 

statement is made with no comment, or suggestion of a comment, by the 

author. 

The brotherhood of man as sinners, however, is clearly apparent 

in such lines as: 

I stood upon a high place, 
And saw, below, many devils 
Running, leaping. 
And carousing in sin. 
One looked up, grinning. 
And said: "Comrade! Brother!" (BR, No. 9) 

In another instance, in the poem "God lay dead in Heaven," one finds: 

But of all sadneso this was sad,— 
A woman's arms tried to shield 
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The head of a sleeping man 

From the jaws of the final beast. (BR, lio. 67) 

This idea of comradeship is suggested in The. Red Badge as at least 

a partial solution to Henry's (iuestlonlng, and one of the turning points 

in the novel comes after the successful, animalistic fighting of Henry 

and his friends. LVen though Henry and the other soldiers are pictured 

as animalistic during the battle witn such phraser as "curlike snarl," 

"driven beast," and "showed their teeth," at the same time, the feeling 

of comradesi.ip is suggested and henry seems to have achieved some sort 
• * * 

of self-acceptance. Thii- might suggest the idea that man's friendship J 
:./» 

to msua is the only salvation. ^ 

God, according to Crane, certainly does not offer man much hope, Sc 
I f — 

and tne deity can scarcely be understood by mere mortal. For example, |5 
•2 

one reads: "i>|ystic shadow, bending near me / Who art thou?"; "Soon, -< 

too soon, were we / V.liere my eyes were useless. / And I Ivnew not the 

ways of my feet."; "Strange that I should have grown so suddenly 

blind"; "I was in the darkness: / I could not see my words / Nor the 

wisnes of my heart."; "Ajad at the blindness of m,y spirit / They 

screamed: / 'Fool! Fool! Fool!"; "But the spirit knew him not." All 

of these lines suggest the idea that man cannot "see" or know tie mean

ing of God, and Crane questions, almost pathetically— 

If I should cast off this tattered coat. 
And go free into the mighty sky, 
If I should find nothing there 
But a vast blue, 
Echoless, ignorant,— 
What then? (BR, No. 66) 

In The Red Badge, Crane suggests the same ideas, stressing that 

man cannot possibly miderstand God and that man is largely impotent 
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against God. In the fire of battle, Henry "developed the acute 

exasperation of a .̂estered animal. . . . " One goes on to read: 

He had a mad feeling against nis rifle, which could only oe 
used against one life at a time, he wished to rusn forvrard 
and strangle wit.i Pis fingers, he craved a power tiiat would 
enable hxm to make a world ̂ û.̂pê-ituv; gesture mid brush all back. 
his iiU; otenc.; a jrearcd to him, and made his rage into that of 
a driven beast. 

Tnis, then, is man's oasic rt.latioiii:.t..il to God: "'Ian is a "driven 

beast." iifter tut:, deatn of Jini Conklin, henr̂ , once again roterts 

against nis impotence; Tne youtii turned, x.lt.'i t̂ udden, livid rage, 

toward t.̂ e oattleTield. ne -j-noo/. iiis I'ii-t. ile scemea about to 

deliver a philipic. 

"Hell- '." 

'iue next line, di.icussed previously, indicates clearly, wit/i 

classic understatement, just nov. helpless man is: ''The red sun pasted 

in the s/.y like a wafer." xho sacrifice is real, cruel, and present; 

man is helyless. This same idea, using the same teciinique, is found 

at tne close of tue novel. After all henr̂ ^ has been through, God 

remains indifferent: "Over tne river a golaen ray of sun came through 

tne nosts of leaden rainclouds." This could hardly indicate anything 

optimistic, aesoiî e the "golden ra, of sun." in view of the slaughter 

just oast, it would instead suggest a barbie, unfeeling cruelty on the 

part of God. 

Crane does not deny the existence of God, however. In both the 

novel and the "lines," God does exist, although a tnematic difference 

between tne two is noted. As suggested above, Tney Red Badge paints a 

war God, cruel tiiroughout. Yet tne "lines," on the other hand, seem 

<4 

n 
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«LLmost to argue a kind and understanding deity. Some are found in the 

paraole of the little blades of grass (BR, ho. l8), who stand before 

God to relate tneir deeds; one has no good deeds to relate: ''Then God, 

in all His splendor, / Arose from His tnrone. / 'Oh, best little blade 

of grass!' He said." 

Repeating the same idea, Crane in "Tnere was One I met upon the 

road," relates the story of the Soul who meets God upon the road and 

has only sins for wares: "He looked at me / With kinder eyes. / 

'Poor soul,' He said." (BR, No. 33) In another poem (BR, iio. 39), 4 
.< 
a" 

Crane states: "'The voice of God w h i s e r s in the heart / So softly / ><* 

That the soul pauses." In "Blustering god," (BR, No. 53) Crane says "I g 

fear you not." He goes on to close, hov;ever, cy noting that "Withal, ;g 
JO 
p* 

there is one whom I fear;" and of that, he says: "Ah, sooner would I ^ 
die / Than see teetrs in those eyes of my soul." 

The contrast of the different gods is clearly seen in such lines 

as "A man went before a strange god,— ." This is the god wno "thun

dered loudly," and he is the "god of many men." 

Then the man went to another god,— 
The god of his inner thoughts. 
And tnis one looked at him 
V/ith soft eyes 
Lit with infinite comprehension. 

And said: "My poor child!" (BR, No. 51) 

Obviously, this is the god preferred by Crane, who states plainly in 

another poem: "I can't buy of your patterns of God, / The little gods 

you may rightly prefer.'" (BK, No. 3^) 

The idea of war as the natural state of man is perhaps more 

obvious in The Red Badge than in the "lines," since only tvelve of the 
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135 published poems deal directly with viar. These include: "Once 

there came a man," (i>R, No. 5); "There was crimson clash of war." 

(BR, No. lU); "'Tell brave deeds of svar.'" (BR, lio. 15), "A youth in 

apparel that glittered" (BR, No. 27); "'It was wrong to do this,' said 

the angel." (BR, lio. 5^); "A warrior stood upon a peak and defied the 

stars." (WK, No. 72; "Wnen a peo^Te reach the top of a hill" 

(WK, No. 7^); "Do not weep, maiden, for war is kind." (WK, No. 76); 

"Fast rode the knight" (WK, .̂ o. 83); "Unwind my riddle." (117); "A 

soldier, young in years, young in ambitions" (l2i|); and "All feeling 4 

God, hear in tne war-night" (129). '^ 
-I 
"ft 

However, the themes of man at war witn God, nature, fate, and '^ 

himself are obvious in numerous other poems. For example, man is jg 

constantly at war with God in such lines as: "So, strike with Thy '38 

vengeance / The heads of those little men"; "And it is not fine for 

gods to menace fool^ ." "A god in wrath / Was beating a man"; "God 

is cold"; and "i^ut, aloft, a great and terrible bird / Is vatching a 

cur, beaten and cut.' Tne "cur," of coxirse, is man, and "the bird" 

is God. If man defies God in battle, he ic likely to lose: 

A swift hand, 
A sword from the sky 
Smote him. 

And he was dead. (BR, No. 68) 

Man's war against nature is indicated in such lines as the fol

lowing: " . . . the little man / Who stood against the mountains."; 

"It seemed that my labor / Had been to see gardens / Lying at impos

sible distances.", "I was in a reptile-swarming place." (the world); 

"Tlie grim hatred of nature."; "Perceiving the pathway to truth / 
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Was struck with astonisiiment. / It was thickly grown with weeds." This 

same idea is central to "God is cold," where man fights the sea, which 

represents death. The basic idea is concisely stated in the comment of 

the universe, which when told that man exists, replies: "The fact has 

not created in me / A sense of obligation." 

In "God fashioned the ship of the world carefully," man,3 ironic 

struggle against fate is clearly evident in the idea that the world is 

one big Joke, or accident. When man asks why we iiave war, the answer 

is given: "There was such intricate clamor of tongues, / That still ,H 
< 
"OB 

the reason was not. In still another instance. Crane comments on man: /» 

-.ft 
""J The bustling fates 

Heap his hands with corpses 
Until he stands like a child j^ 

..ith sumlus of toys. (BR, No. 38) no 

The struggle of man aigainst himself is found in such poems as "* 

that of the man who thought he could sing and the birds, who knew bet

ter, laxighed at him (BR, No. 2); tne man who has the thousand tongues 

"And nine and ninety-nine lie." (BR, iio. k)-, the account of the news

paper as "the wisdom of the age" (BR, No. 11); the story of tne land 

of "no violets" oecause of human selfislmess (WK, No. 98); and such 

lines as these: "A man feared that he might find an assassin; / 

Another that he might find a victim. / One was more vise than the 

other." (BR, No. ^6) 

Along these some lines, it has been suggested that the war of 

The Red Badge is symbolic of life, where man constantly struggles 

against the forces of God, nature, fate, and man. Henry's search for 

meaning in The Red Badge involves him in a fight in all of these areas. 
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After the death of Conklin, Henry realizes his impotence against God, 

but it takes the youth somewhat longer to see that nature and fate are 

not his friends. In one instance, he notes that he has been directed 

to thib war, not of his own free will, but of a larger force, which one 

might presume to be fate. The idea that m-an has little or no control 

over his own life is dominant throughout tiie novel and tnroughout 

Henry's fight against his own impulses. The central question of theme, 

however, in The Red Badge must center around the controversial idea of 

the change or lack of change in Henry Fleming. Donald B. Gibson main- / A 

tains that Crane actually wrote two novels , changing the original be- '"•* 
n'Of 

fore publication, and that this is the source of the controversy, he 2 

notes: ;g 

It is fortunate that we have the majiuscript of T^e Red Sj 
?J:5^^ 2-? Cp'̂ TM̂ --' ^^^ i"̂  solves t .e oroolc^; of Crane's inten 
tion in the novel. The deletions in the manuscript point 
toward one conclusion: Crane saw that his novel lacked unity; 
conseqviently he attempted to supply unity by striking out those 
passages antit.-.titical to the imâ -e of the novel which ne formed 
after the fact of having written the novel. For this reason 
we are able to distinguish between the novel Crane actually 
wrote and the one ne wished to present to tue public. Clearly, 
they are not the same.^ 

He concludes that the novel, as originally "written, indicated that 

Henry did not change; the novel as publisned indicated that Henry did 

change. It is yerhaps interesting to note here that Hoffman claims 

that Crane had two codes, a paternal one of integrity, kindness, hu

manism and love, and a maternal one of the attitudes and institutions 

of the Christian tradition. According to Hoffman, Crane could not 

9 / 
Donald B. Gibson, The Fiction of Stephen Crone (Carbondale: 

Southern Illinois University Press, 19^^8), p. 68. 
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reconcile these two ideas. This might be some clue as to the 

thematic dominance of God and war, subjects which could be considered 

contradictor;/. 

It might be pointed out that one of Crane's uncollected poems, 

"The Blue Battalions," contains suggestions of all of uis major themes. 

For example, one finds the idea of human compassion and love in this 

line: "Aye, another is the hand of a mother on the .-row of a son." 

The cruelty of God is found in "The clang of swords is Thy v/lsdom." and 

the condemnation of the church is heard in "A church and a thief shall -* 
<< 

fall together." Man's struggle against nature and fate, and nis lack <» 

of control over his own life is clearly heard in this line: "March -j 
IS 

the tools of nature's impulse." However, the constant repetition of -̂  

the line "blue battalions" and "the men of the new battalions" lends ,30 

not only a rhythmic march vith regard to the technical consideration 

of the poem, but something of a hopeful air in thematic considera

tions. One feels the comradesnip of these men of the "blue battal

ions," and senses a suggestion of hope for man therein. 

Gay V/ilson Allen has jointed out that the exact distinction between 
11 

prose and poetry lias never been made and p>robably never will be. 

Certainly, free verse, such as that written by Crane has compoimded the 

problem, and, perhaps, made unsolvable the question "What is poetry?" 

However, there can be little doubt that Crane's "lines" do fall well 

within the genre of poetry if the traditional poetic devicê s of 

10 'Hofftnan, The Poe t i ^ _o£ Sjbephem £rar^^^ p . 7^. 

11 
Allen, American Prpsof^l, p. XLIV. 
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technique are used as a measurin.c; device. Indeed, one might veil be 

more prone to question the genre of The Red Badge, in view of the simi

larity in Tvoth f t. les and theme of the novel and tiie verse studied 

herein. The basic conclusions of this i-riter as to a comparison be

tween The Red Badge of Cjourage and Crane'F poetry are two: (l) the 

style of The Red Badge of Coui-age is basically poetic and corresponds 

closely to Crane's poetry; (2) the same thematic concepts contained in 

The Red Badgj^ of Courage are expressed, tnough in a more concise form. 

In the poetry. 

The similarity of style between the two works is evident in the S 

extensive use of ironŷ , corresponding color patterns, stress on personi- :! 

flcatlon, extensive use of sense appeal and sound patterns including 'J 

SLlliteratlon and onomatopoeia. The metaphor is an outstanding stylis- 3 

tic feature of both Tiie Red, Badge and the poems, and Hoffman suggests 

that the use of the metaphor by Crane is a teclmique transferred from 

12 
his prose to nib verse. The rhetorical pattern is similar in both 

the novel and the poetry with _;articular emphasis in botn instances on 

initial reiteration. All of these combine to produce a readily ap

parent rĥ -tniu, ooth in the poetry, and Tlie Red Badge, which it- es-sen-

tiallŷ  poetic. 

Two primary themes emerge in both genres: the individual in 

relation to God and nature, and war as the natural state of man. 

Crane appears to have little enthusiasm for tne established church 

12 
Hoffman, TJ:ie_ Poetr^r of ^^tejyheri Crane, p . 223. 
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and stresses the brotherhood of man as the hope for man's salvation. 

God is inscrutable, and therefore, often to be distrusted. The idea 1 
I 

of war is Immediately apparent in The Red Badge, a war novel, though 

the war is basicalljr that of man against himself, fate., nature and 

God. These same ideas are repeated throughout the poetry as well. 

As Hoffman points out. Crane, in his verse "makes us feel the 

reality of a universe where force is lav, wiere love is doom, wnere 

God is cold, w^nere man's lot is fated misery, vhere hope is narrowed 

to the possibility of courage, and the reward of courage is self- 4 

13 * 
sacrifice. ' And, as Will Irvin concludes of the verse: "Crane died >» 

-I 
early, leaving behind nis instrument; and no one after hi:n has ever «i 

:S 
been able to play it." Both statements ^re equally true of The Red j| 
Badge of Courag^. JB 

•^^Ibid., 278-279. 

"̂  Will Irvin, quoted v,. Williams and Starrett, Stephyeji Crane: 

A BibliograoiT:/-, p. 11-12. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMMON METAPHORIC IMAGES IN CRANE'S "LINES" 

Black RiderJ 

Final beast 

War is Kind 

DEATH 
Battle God 
Demon 

Other Poems 

A grey thing 

GOD 
Blustering giant 

Pain 
LOVE 

Ship, Simdovn, Storm 
Tinsel, Violet, Ashes 
Beard, Temple, Wretch 
Priestess, Skull, Death 
Mist, Imp, Bungler, 
Idiot-boy 

Fatiier of never-
ending circles 

Vanity, uncovered 

Man's soul 

Assassin, Road 

GOOD DEEDS 

HEART 

LIFE 
Wine, Despair 

4 
< 
m' 

MONEY 
Greedy urchin, 
Bro^m devil, 
Liar, Cross 

NEV/SPAPER 
Wisdom, Half-injustices 
Court, Market, Game, 
Symbol, Loud Tales 
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Black Riders War is Kind Other Poems 

Devils, Comrades, Fools, 
Little men. Blades of grass. 
Streams of ants 

PEOPLE 
Beaten cur 

Patterns of God 
Milk for babes 

RELIGIONS 
Printed liat. Ass 
Burning candle 

SEA 
Blue meadow. Grey walls. 
Loneliness, Years, 
Froth-people 

"J 

i 

Black Riders, 
Monsters 

SIN 'S3 

::;a> 

SONGS 
Gleams of lanterns. 
Sunset 

SWORD BATTLE 
Silver lightf Gleams of shells 

Birds 
THOUGHTS 

TRUTH 
Horizon, Rock, Fortress, 
Wind, Shadow, Phanton, Clay, 
Ball of gold 

VmiTING 
Red ink devils 

WORLD 

Ship, stubble 
Reptile-swarming place 
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APPENDIX B 

COmON METAPHORIC IMAGES IN RED_ BADGE 

AiÛ fST—a moving monster, crawling reptiles or serpents, a blasting 
host, a moving box, bees, fraternity, blue machine, fireworks, 
panthers. 

BATTLES—crimson blotches on the pages of the past, play. Greeklike 
struggle, drama, great trial, trap, red sickness, a roaring 
train, machinery, circus, furnace, wind, ocean waves, crushing 
of stones, boxing bouts. 

CAMPFIRiS—red, gleaming eyes., rows or dragons, peculiar red blossoms. 

COWARD—worm, fool, rabbit, chicken, terrified buffalo. 
I 

DEATH—rest, religious ceremony. J 
"i 

DISCObllAGEi^iT—a yellow l i g h t . ^ 
, j 

DISHONOR—an arrow. 1 

EATING -taking poison, communing with the viands. 2 

FEAR--a monster, a thousand babbling tongues. 

FLAG—goddess. 

FOREST—cathedral, gentle woman, aisles of wood, hive of buzzing men. 

GUNFIRE—songs, crackling voices, screaming of storm banshees, strange 
war flowers. 

HILLS—human brows. 

INSECTS—crooning of old women, voices of cannons. 

MOON—lighted lantern hung in a treetop. 

MONSTERS—dark shadows. 

OFFICERS—fishwives, fools, lunkheads, shepherds, politicians. 

PINE NEEDLES—carpets. 

POVERTY—shoe soles as thin as writing paper. 

RUMORS--birds. 
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APPENDIX B—Continued 

SOLDIERS—pigs marching into a pen, terriors, swarming bees, school 
boys, sheep, laborers in a foundry, slaves, machines of steel, 
dragons, hell-roosters, animals at bay, war devils. 

SUN—yellow rug, red wafer. 

TEl^S—strange plants. 

THINKING—a problem kicking its heels at the outer portals of the 
mind, a mental slate and a pencil, mental notes. 

TRUTH—arrows. 

VETERANS—predator^' animals with recruits as their prey. 
t 

,e 
WAR—blaze, red animal, blood-swollen god. • 

> 

WOUND—red badge of courage. 1 
.'3 

M 
iiW 

a 
:3 
:» 

< 
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FREQUENCY OF COLOR USAGE IN CRANE'S "LINES" 
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Black Ridere War is Other Total 
Kind Foems 

BLACK 

BLUE 

WHITE 

GREY 

RED 

GOLD 

GREEN 

CAEMEN/VIOLET/GREEN/GOLD 

SILVER 

BRONZE 

PINK 

PURPLE/ORAIyfGE 

YELLOW 

BROAN 

BR0NZE/S4ERALD/YELL0W 

CRIlvISON 

PURPLE 

RED/GOLD 

1 1 

1 

5 

6 

6 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

7 

5 

3 

7 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

5 

6 

1+ 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

23 

12 

12 

11 

10 

9 

5 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 
'1 
& 
m ' 
'* 

,'J 

•a 
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AiTENDIX D 

FREQUENCY OF COLOR USAGE IN RED BADGE 

Color Number of Times Used 

isLUE 

RED 

BLACK 

GRAY 

YELLOW 

BRO.NN 

V/EITE 

CRBISON 

GOLD 

GREEî  

PURPLE 

ORANGE 

BRON'ZE 

PINK 

SILVER 

Aî BER 

EBONY 

IRON-COLORED 

MOUSE-COLORED 

ROSE 

52 

k3 

2' 

k2 

16 

Ik 

11 

9 

8 

8 

7 

k 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

J 
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iU'inNLIX B--Continued 

Color 

SAPPHIRE 

STEEL-COLORED 

V.Ii.4i:.~'xIhT.L,J 

i^umber of Times Usee 

1 

1 

1 

a t 
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APPENDIX E 

COLOR AND RELATED SYMBOLS IN CRANE'S "LINES" 

BLACK—sin, terror, war, hell, vorld, streams of people, death, storms 
water, cities, man in the sky, smoke cloudt-, hearse, words, land. 

BLUE -sky, battalions, sea, night, shadows. 

BRONZE--arm of God, light of sunset. 

BRONZE/EMEFiULJ)/YELLOW— snake b . 

BROWN—'.alls, trail. 
I 

CARMEN/VIOLET/GREEN/GOLD- lantern lights on the water. |:, 

CRIMSON—clash of war. i 
I 

GOLD—sun, angels, sand, days, knight's banner, patience. '"^ 
"S 

GREEN—sea, woods, grass. :» 

GREY- sea, night, clouds, woods, death, age, streets, robes, between 
black and w dte. 

PINK--flowers, hymns. 

PUHPLL- winds. 

PURPLE/ORANGE -life. 

RED—sword, pillars, devils, ink, blood, money, eyes, battle, raw 
shoulders. 

RED/GOLD—flag. 

SILVER—nights, flashing swords, ships at night. 

WHITE—woman's arms, fish, good deeds, age, table, good lands, 
dreams, death. 

YELLOW—light, trenches. 

iiiri 

I'lC 
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APPENDIX F 

COLOR AND RELATED SYMBOLS Ih RED BADGE 

A.MBLR--river 

I 

BLACK"-water, colonel on a horse, columns of soldiers, shadows, oaths, 
gunners, ant 3, old blood, woe, rage, night, rumors, powder burns;, 
battle-smudged face, curses, passion. 

BLUE—uniforms, sod mood, skv, s)iadowD, face of a wounded soldier, 
smoke, haze of eveninr, eyes. 

BRONZE--skin 

i.:ROWN--landscape, huts, skin, svarm of men, carpet of ilne needles, 
clouds from the furnace roar of oattle, tree trunks, mass of 
troops, dirt, mud. 

CRIMSON--battles, rays of a fire, exploding snells, flares of giins, 
flag, oaths. - f 

EBONY—coffee cup. 

GOLD- -herald, fire reflections, letters on a flag, sun, throne, royalty. 

GRAY- wniskers, dawn, wall, imif orms, dead soldier, /alls of va[;or, 
seal of death, face of a wounded soldier, mist, shadows, clouds 
made by guns, e;.ea. 

GRE2JN—landscape, nature monster, melancholy, illness. 

IRON-COLOI^ED - coffee. 

MOUSE-COLOPiED -a quiet man. 

ORANGE--flames of guns, fire, sunset, sun. 

PINK—cheeks of a young girl, gunfire. 

PURPLE--gloom, columns of men, shadows, darkne'-;s, rage, royalty. 

RED—campfires, herald, bones, e,>es, soldier3, war, faces of soldiers, 
handkerchiefs, striees of flag, monster, wrati., dead mouth, 
gunfire, badeg of courage, blood, sun, sunset, wings of battle, 
murder, beard of on officer, revenge, hell, sickness. 
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APPENDIX F—Continued 

ROSE--llght from fires. 

SAPPHIRE—sky 

SILVER—reflections of fire in water, leaves by firelight. 

STEEL-COLOR—rifles. 

WINE-TINTED—reflections of fire in river. 

WHITE—light, WEuLl of tent, rifle smoke, horse, wagon tops, house, 
eyes. 

YELLOW—sunlight, a mother's argument, paper, road, fog, deatn, 
flames from gunfire. 
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APPENDIX G 

USE OF VISUAL SENSE Al'̂ PEALS IN "LINES" 

Black Riders 

No. 2—"They regarded nlm" 

No. 3-—"I saw a creature, naked, bestial," 

No. 6—"Erect stood he, scanning his v.̂ ork proudly." 

No. 8 -"I looked here; 
"I looked there; 
"Nowhere could I see my love.' 

Ko. 9—"And saw, belov, many devils" 
"One looked up, grinning," 

No. 12—"Vno come blindly." 

No. 13--''If there is a witness to my little life," 
"He sees a fool;" 

No. lo--"Lo, the walls of the temple 
"Are visible" 

No. 20—"Where m:̂  eyes were useless," 

No. 21-~"And yet I could look beyond all this," 
"And I could see the loveliness of her" 
"When I gazed," 
"When I gazed, 
"And in my gazing, desired," 

No. 22--"Once I saw mountains angry," 
"Then did I see much virtue in grandfathers,-

No. 2k—"I saw a man pursuing the horizon;" 

No. 25"-"Behold, the grave of a wicked man," 

No. 26—"Had been to see gardens" 

jfo, 28 "From whence the world looks black." 

I l l 

No. 11—"Regarding a newspaper." ] 
"Then I saw that I was greater," • 
"The sage looked upon me with admiration." I 
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APPENDIX G—Continued 

No. 29--"Behold, from the land of the farther suns" 

No. 31—"And turned to behold their work." 

No. 32—"They saw a fat church." 

No. 33—*'Who looked at me with kind eyes." 
"He looked at me" 
"With kinder eves." 

No. 3^—"And, behold, there came" 

No. 35—"A man saw a ball of gold in the sky;" 
"And looked again," 

No. 36—"Strange that I should have grown so suddenly blind." 

No. 37—"And as I looked," 

No. 38—"The ocean said to me once: 
"'Look!'" 

Uo. i*l*—"I could not see my words" 

No. k9—"And I saw the quick stream of men" 
"'Look! Look! There!'" 
"'Look! Look! There!'" 
"So again I saw," 
"At last I looked again." 
"No vision painted upon a pall;" 
"And alwa s my eyes ached for the light." 
"'I see nothing! Oh, where do I go?'" 
"'LookI Look! There!'" 
"And at the blindness of ULJ- spirit" 

No. 50—''Because I have not seen you sin." 
"Who see you sin, my friend." 

No. 51-~"And this one looked at him" 
'With soft eyes" 

No. 52—"Fain would I have mine eyes even with their e-es." 

No. 53—"If thou can see into my heart" 
"Thou wilt see why I fear thee not," 
"I fear to see grief upon that face" 
"Theui see tears in those eyes of my soul." 
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APPENDIX G—Continued 

No. 55-"Once he saw a fat, stupid ass" 

No. 57—"With eye and with gesture" 
"For I did see you" 

No. 60—'"You have often seen me.»" 

"And gazed at the features of Vanity." 

No. 62—"He saw that he had not lived." 

No. 63—"Yet some could see him cringe," 
"Throwing frightened glances into the air," 

Ho. 6k—"Do you hope to see it" 
"With your old eyes" 
"Do you hope to see 
"And your old eyes" 

Uncollected Poem 

No. 7^—"A vision of their dead comes to the weaiL." 
"A sword will come at the bidding of the eyeless," 

IB-

r' 
War is Kind 

No. 82—"I have seen a quarrel of the pines." 
"Possessing only eyes and ears." 
"You don green spectacles before you look at roses." 

No. Qk—"Wlien he looked about him he was in a far strange country." 
"Yellow light tore sight from his eyes." 

No. 88—"Perceiving the pathway to truth" 
'*'I see that note has passed here!" 
"Later he saw that each weed" 

No. 93--"And the peaks looked toward God, alone." 
"And the peaks looked toward God, alone." 

No. 9^—"Had watched the threshing of his limbs." 
"A girl with soft searching eyes." 

No. 97—"I intended to see good white lands" 

No. 102—"Until, behold, only chance blossoms" 
"'See this unjust thing in your garden!'" 
"But when the father had surveyed," 
"'For look .you,'" 
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APPENDIX G—Continued 

"Intrigue" 

No. 103—"And thou art a skull with ruby eyes" 

Ko. lOU—"My weak heart sees spectres," 
"And see engraven thereon" 

No. 106—"Once I saw thee idly rocking" 

No. 107—"I see eilwaĵ s the shadow of another lover?" 

No. 108—"And yet I have seen thee happy with me." 
"And seen your arms writhe toward me;" 

No. Ill—"And then I saw him plainly" 

No. 112--"I have seen thy face erflame" 

Posthumously i^blished Poems 

No. 116—"Blinking at me with their serious eyes" :, 

"Recoimting of flowers they have seen and loved" f 

No. 117—"The hfitrd waves see an arm. flung high;" 

No. 118—"Ah, leer not so," 

No. 120—"Tnou wilt see that the golden angels" 

No. 121—"To see branches move at its passing" 

No. 126—'The rolling white eyes of dying meii" 

No. 129—"See the flash, the under light, of bared swords—" 
"Bend and see a people, 0, God," 
"Bend and see a people, 0, God," 
''And let them look and heed" 
"To see on his breast, the sullen glo'. of the death-medals' 

No. 130~-"And children look eagerly" 
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APPENDIX H 

VISUAL SENSE APPEALS IN RED BADGE 
Listed bv Chapter 

1.—cast its eyes upon the road, to see (10 uses), red eyelike gleam, 
to look (four uses), witnessing a Greeklike struggle, the light 
of excitement and expectancy in his eyes, watch out (two uses), 
at sight of, detected her, watchint; his departure, he perceived 
her, begun to stare, to regard himself, he perceived, his visions. 

2.—courage unseen. Judgement . . . had been blind, to vritness, to 
see (four uses), red eyes were still peering, to look (three uses), 
staring, red eyes, flags and glimmer, in view, shifting glances, 
the youth watched him, he glared, he stared. 

3.—a glaring fire, kept his eyes watchfully, burst into view, per
ceived (two uses), to look (nine uses), to see (eight uses), to 
observe, staring, in dead eyes, out of view, fierce-eyed hosts, 
glared, pair of e, es, visible, observant phantoms, gazed, beheld, 
a glance. 

k,—to look, to see (three uses), watched, blind, eyes, a view. 

5.—to see (six uses), sight, regarding, glance, to look (five uses), 
pictured, staring, sheeplike eyes, animal-like eyes, in his eyes, 
leering, watched, gazed. 

6.—regard, scrutinizing, to see (seven uses), to view (four uses), 
perceived, eyes (two uses), discerned, to look (three uses), 
stared, glimpse, peer, watched (two uses). 

7.—to look (eight uses), eyes (five uses), see, staring, a sight. 

8.—to see (eight uses), witness, view, peer, eyes (six uses), gawked, 
stare. 

9.—to see (six uses), viewed (two uses), glances, regarded, eyes 
(five uses), stare (two uses), to look (two uses), blindly, 
perceived, watched, gazed. 

10.—to see (seven uses), regarded, to look (six uses), gaze, glancing, 
glances. 

11."-perceived (two uses), to see (eight uses), watched, watching, 
looked, eyes, vision. 

12.—to see (eleven uses), stared (two uses), blinded, perceive, eyes, 
regarded, ŵ atched. 
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13.—to see (six uses), to look (tvo uses), stared, glance (two uses), 
observed, eyes. 

ik,—eyes (four uses), to see (five uses), stared, perceive, watched. 

15.—staring, glances, to see (five uses), sight, blind, eyes, looked. 

16. —peered, to see (tiiree uses), glance, eyes. 

17.—to see (four uses), to look (tlnree uses), staring, stared, peered, 
eyes. 

18.--eyes (three uses), visions, to see (four uses), sight, to look 
(two uses), watch, perceived, peered. 

19.—to stare (two uses), to see (two uses), looked, eyes (five uses), 
glare, blind, wild-eyed. 

20.—to see (six uses), peering, vision (t\o uses), e: es (fo\ir uses), 
looked, perceived, sight (two uses), views, gazed. 

21.—perceived, to look (two uses), glared, glowered, regard, glance, 
misty-eyed, to see (two uses.) 

22.—to see (six uses), watciiing, vision, perceive, to look (two uses), 
stared, eyes (xvo uses), sight, intent eyed. 

23.—to see (six uses), perceived (two uses), blind, eyesight, eyes 
(three uses), gaze, looked. 

2k,—to look (four uses), to see (six uses), eyes (two uses), to 
watch (two uses), view (t,;o uses), blind. 
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USE OF AUDITORY SENSE APPEALS IN "LINES" 

Black Riders 

No. 1—"There was clang and clang of spear and shield." 
"And clash and claoh of hoof and heel.'' 
"Wild shouts and the wuve of hair" 

|H No. 2- -"They said: 'He thinks he can sing. 

No. k—"Yes, I have a thousand tongues," 
"It will make no melody at my will," 

No. 5--"There was terrific clamor among the people" 
"There was a loud quarrel, world-wide." 

No. 6—"Making cunning noiseless travel down the ways 

No. ik—"There was crimson clash of war." 
"There was sucn intricate clamor of tongues, 

No. 19- "He cuffed him loudly" 
"With thunderous blows" 
"That rang and rolled over the earth." 
"The man screamed and struggled," 
"The people cried:" 

No. 31—"But some had opporttuiity to soueed." 

No. 37—"As they marched, they sang:" 

No. 39—'"The leaden thiinders crashed.'' 
"The voice of God whispers in the heart" 
"Making no noise," 
"And strives for these melodies," 
"Distant sighing, like faintes" breath," 
"And all the being is still to hear." 

No. ivO—"Without noise of tearing." 

No. Us--'There came vr.isî erings in the winds :"̂^ 
"Little voices called in the darkness:" 
"There came whisperings in tne wind:" 
"Little voices called in the darkness:" 

No. 1*9--"Came roaring voices," 

No. 51- ''And the deity thundered loudly," 
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No. 53~"Blusterlng god." 
"Stamping across the sky" 
"With loud swagger," 
"Else my sublime ears shall hear curses." 

No. 63—"To solemn songs," 

No. 65—"Once I knew a fine song," 

No. 67—"Angels sang the hymn of the end:" 
"Purple winds went moaning," 
"Their wings drip-dripp.ing" 
"It, groaning thing." 

No. 68—"Their echoes" 

Uncollected Poems 

No. 69—"A man builded a bugle for the storms to blow." 
that 

lio, 73—"The wind waves the blossoms sang, sang, sang from age to age." 

No. 7U--''Shortens tongues, lengthens arms." 
"The clang of swords is Thy './isdom" 

No. 75 -"Rumbling, buzzing, turning, whirling l^eels," 

War i^ ̂ î cL 

No. 76—"Hoarse, booming drums of the regiment." 

No. 77 -"Long has our brother been silent to us," 
"Sing low in the moonlight." 
"Chant the unkjiown pain." 
"Long has our brother been silent to us." 
"Sing low in the moonlight," 
"Cry gospel of gentle hands," 
"Cry a brotherhood of hears." 
"Long has our brother been silent to us." 
"Long will yoiir brother be silent to you." 

No. 78—"Alive with little froth-people" 
"Singing." 

No. 79—"Hear the uproar of all these books," 

No. 80—"ListenI Listen!" 
"And you will hear the third of his defeat ¥ 
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No. 81—"The dwindling boom of the steel thing's striving" 
"The little cry of a man to a man" 
"And the soft lashing of black waves" 
"And the soft lashing of black waves" 

No. 82—"I have heard the sunset song of the birches" 
"A white melody in the silence' 
"'Possessing only eye? and ears'" 

No. 86--"A silence from the moon's deepest valley." 
"̂ iovlng to the blowing of siirill whistles" 
"And distant thunder of drums." 
"Or move at her will, s\dshing stealthily over the sand." 
"The snakes whisper softly;" 
"The whispering, whispering snaî es" 
"But always whispering, softly whispering.' 
"Swinging to the whistles and drums," 
"Tne whispering, whis 'ering snakes," 
"But always whispering, softly whispering." 
"Is in the dance of the whisp-ering snakes." 

No. 87—"Wliich, bawled by beys from mile to mile," 
"A collection of loud tales" 

No. 89—"Toward God a mighty hymn 
"A song of collisions and cries 
"Rumbling vheels, hoof-teats, bells, 
"Welcomes, farewells, love- calls, final moans, 
"Voices of joy, idiocy, warning, despair," 
"The cnanxing of flovj-ers 
"The screams of cut trees, 
"Tne senseless babble of hens and wise men— 
"A cluttered incoherency that says at the stars:" 

No. 90—"With strong voice he called to the deaf spheres," 
''A warrior's snout he raised to the suns." 

No. 91—"Who essayed to sing," 
"But there was one who heard 
"The c l i p - c lapper of t h i s tongue of v/ood" 
"And kjTiev what t h e man 
"Wished t o s i n g , " 

No. 93—"Grey, heavy clouds muffled the valleys," 
"A noise of men at work came the clear blue miles" 
"Give voice to us, we pray, 0 Lord, 
"That we may sing Thy goodness to the sun." 
"Grey, heavy clouds muffled the valleys" 
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No. 9^—"The chatter of a death-demon from a tree-top." 
"Can you not hear?" 
"The chatter of a death-demon from a tree-top." 

No. 95—"Is a crash of flunkeys" 
"The outcry of old beauty" 
"Champing and mouthing of hats" 
"Making ratful squeak of hats," 

No. 101—"Each small gleam was a voice" 
"—A lantern voice—" 
"In little songs of carmine, violet, green, gold." 
"A chorus of colors came over the irater;" 
"No pines crooned on the hills" 
"The blue night was elsewhere a silence" 
"When the chorus of colors came over the water," 
"Little songs of carmine, violet, green, gold." 
"Sing good ballads of God" 
"None can doubt the truth of your humming" 
"When the marvellous chorus comes over the water" 
"Songs of carmine, violet, green, gold." 

"Intrigue" 

Ho. 103—"To the song of the little brooks" 
"And at the panting end" 
"There is no sound" 
"Save the melancholj^ crv-- of a single owl" 

No. 10U—"God give me loud honors" 

No 106—"And chattering girlishly to toher girls," 
"Bell-voiced, happy," 
"And life to thee was all light melody." 
"I ti.ought of tne thunders that lived in my head" 

No. 108—"I have heard your quick breaths" 

No. 109—"I heard thee laugh," 

Posthtimously Published Poems 

No. 113—"The near whine of froth in circles." 
"And growl after growl of crest" 
"Die with a long moan and a roar" 

No. Ill*—"Cliant you loud of punisliments," 
"Of the crash of the lightning's fierce revenge 
"Then sing I of the supple-sould men" 
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No. 115--"And dying mid bells and wine" 

No. 120- -"That sing jink hj-mns" 

No. 121-"To hear at times the Avail of black laughter" 

No. 123—''And the winds sing lov in the grass on the shore" 

Ho. 125—"There is no sound of singing" 

No. 126- "Dream of riot and blood and screams" 

No. 127—"Thrumming on a thousand drums" 
"They cry aloud to le led to war" 

No. 128—"We heeur the grind of your carts" 

No. 129-- All-feeling God, hear in the war-night 
•'The rollifie voices of a nation;" 
"By him of tne man} lungs 
"And by idm of the bruised weary war-drum 
"(Tne chanting disintegrate and the t'-o-faced eagle)" 
"(The chanting disintegrate and the tvo faced eagle)" 

No. 130—"Alive with rickety noise." 

No. 131 -"A murmur €ind a silence 
"Or silence and a murmur 
"And ti.en a finished silence." 

iio. 132 "intermingled, 
"There came in vild revelling strains 
"Black words, stinging" 
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AUDITORY SENSE APPEALS IN RED BADGE 
Listed by Chapter 

1.--noise of rumors, they clamored, wno listened with eager ears, 
clangoring of the church bell, voice of tne people, to hear (three 
uses). 

2.—heart was continually clamoring, rolling crashes, louder and louder, 
rustled like silk, creakings and grumblings, tinkle of equip
ment, rattle of firing, tune of laughter, crows and catcalls, 
loud and vociferous congratulations, an exultant ring, to hear 
(five uses). 

3.—Insect voices sand, sound of monotonous axe olows, insect crooned, 
he could neeu:, a sudden spatter of firing, artillary began to 
boom, din oecame crescendo, roar of an oncoming train, rending 
roar. 

1*.—listened, din swelled, snell screaming like a banshee, sounded, 
wild yells, song of the bullets, banbhee slireaks of shells, loud 
catcalls, deaf, heard. 

5.—muffled roar of sound, its noise> burning roar filled his ears, 
undercurrent of sound, incessant din, sound of cheering and 
clashes, thimderous, din, th-onder, to hear (two uses). 

6. -listening, noises of tne battle, sound, listened, place of noises, 
to hear (two uses). 

7.—noisy motions, sound, insects were making rhythmical noises, 
rumble of death, ears, noise, sounds, listened, to hear 
(two uses). 

6.—noises (four uses), clangor of sounds, crimson roar, ripping 
sound, breaking crash, to listen (four uses), thunder, pealed, 
hearing, din, voices of cannons, musketry, sounded, ears, swell 
of sound. 

9.—thunder, shrill outcry, noise of cain, sound. 

10.--thunder, hear. 

11.—-roar, louder, noise,.music of trampling feet, share voices, 
clsuiklng arms, to hear (tliree uses). 

12.—clamoring in cnorus, rumble of thunder, din, roar, thunder, to 
hear (three uses). 

13.--thunder, sounded, fire crackled musicall '^r, 
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lU.- noise (two uses), sound (two uses), thunder (two uses), heard 
(tvo uses). 

15.—roared. 

16.—noise (four uses), heard, sound, din (two uses), roaring:, ears, 
thunder (two uses), song of clashes and crashes. 

17.--roared, sounds of battle, thunder. 

16.—voices of the cannon, thunder, to hear (tvo uses), 

I9.—song of the sullets. 

20.—roar, tnunder (two uses). 

21.--noises, thunder (two uses). 

22.—noises (four u s e s ) , ears (lihree uses ) , thunder (two uses ) , 30\md, 
roar , d in , hearing. 

23.—tnunderous, roared, to hear (two uses). 

2I*.- roarings. 
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USE OF GUSTATORY SEIJSE APPEAL IN "LINES U I ) I 

Black Riders 

No. 3"-"Held his heart in his hands. 
And ate of it. 
I said: 'Is it good, friend?' 
'It is Ditter—bitter,' he answered^ 
But I like it 
Because it is citter," 

No. 7--"Or is the truth bitter as eaten fire?" 

No. 1+8—"In a l l d r ink 
He de tec ted t he b i t t e r , " 

No. t7—"Wrangled over the world, 
A morsel." 
"From t h e jaws of the f i n a l b e a s t . " 

VJar i s Ki-id 

No. 76- "Little souls ho thirst for fight," 

No. 79—"Csui my misery meal on an ordered wallcing 
Of surpliced numbskulls?" 

No. 96—"To submission before wine and chatter." 

Posthimiously Published Poems 

No. 115—"And dying mid Dells and wine" 

No. 118—'Ail, haggard purse, why ope tny mouth 
Like a greedy' urchin 
I have naught wherewith to feed thee" 

"And re^ roacnest me with thine empty stcsnach'' 

"And give thee ro time to eat?" 

No. I2I*—"Drink nis cool clear blood of manhood" 

No. 126- ~"0h, a rare old wine ye brewed for me 
Flagons of des,air 
A deep driniL of this wine of life" 
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Ho. 126- "Laden with food 
Laden with food 
Car ts laden v i t n food 
liaden witii food." 
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GUSTATORY SENSE APPEALS IN RED BADG^ 
Listed by Chapter 

1.--to drink and swear, drunk a drop of licker, blackberry jam, 
regiment was fed (bread and cold meats, coffee, pickles, and 
cheese), for sleep and meals, chewing tobacco, eternally hungry 
men. 

2. -damned short rations. 

3.—damned short rations, you can eat euid shoot, swallow, ate their 
noon meal, a sandwich of cracker and pork, swallowed it, swal
lowed another sandwich, he chewed, eating from his haversack. 

1*.—none. 

5.—choking him, a swallow of water. 

6.—wait to be gobbled {'oy the enem,. ), gulped into the infernal mouth 
of the war god. 

7.—none. 

6.—none. 

9.—gulping in his throat. 

10."-some pea soup. 

11.—what these men haa eaten (to make tnem brave), scorching thirst, 
his body was calling for food. 

12.—-tne armŷ  was going to be swallowed, meals his mother had cooked. 

13. -a feast of war, a delicious draugnt (of coffee). 

ll*.—none. 

15.—a man with a full stomach. 

16.—none. 

17.—none. 

18.—their throats craved water. 

19.--none. 
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2'.'. -none. 

21.--none. 

22.- -none. 

23.--î tarvations and ^rutslities. 

2U. a lover's tnirst. 
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USE OF OLFACTORY SENSE APPEALS IN "LINES'' 

Black Rideî s 

No. 52. -"Who tilt their noses 

As if the stars were flowers," 

War is Kind 

No. 95—"Dead men who dreamed fragrance and light" 

Posthumously Published Poems 

No. 120—"And you must stifle your nostrils" 

No. 12U—"And yet comes forth so fair, so fragrant—" 

"That inhales black smoke clouds." 

M̂  
m 
â-'' 
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OLFACTORY SENSE APPEALS IN RED BADGE 
Listed by Chapter 

1.—none. 

2.--none. 

3.—tne odor of the jeaceful pines. 

1*.—none. 

5.—as a babe being smothered attacks the deadly blankets (smoke), to 
suffocate, foul atmosphere. 

6-11—none. 

12.—smothering the red (of the sun), fragrant water upon his body. 

13-16—none. 

17.—reeking ilth perspiration. 

l8-2i*—none. 
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USE OF THERMOL SENSE APPEAL IN "LINES" 

Black Riders 

No. 7—"Or is the truth oitter as eaten fire?" 

No. 21—"Of snow, ice, burning sand." 
"Of snow, ice, burning sand." 

No. 26—'Througn regions of snow." 

No. 38—"In cool green hall." 

No. 1*0--"You are, then, cold coward." 

No. 1*2—"The sand, the heat, the vacant horizon." 

No. 55--"A man tolled on a bxxrning road," 

No. 62—"There was a man who lived a life of fire." 

War 1^ Kind 

No. 76—"Swift blazing flag of the regiment," 

No. 83—"With STours, net and reeking" 

No. 86—"Fire-rays fall athwart the robes" 

"And the wild fire makes shimmer of blood" 

No. 87—"vhile families cuddle the joys of the fireside" 

No. 95—"Smiles warm rea light" 

"With the hanging cool velvet shadows" 

No. 109—"We were like two creatures by a dead cems-fire." 

No. 112—"I have seen tiny face afleme" 

Posthumously Published Poems 

No. 113—"God is cold." 
"God is cold." 
"God is cold." 
"God is cold." 
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No. I2U—"Drink his cool clear blood of manhood" 

No. 129 -"(He lies white amid tne smoking cane)" 

"Swing high the blaze of the chained stars ' 

"(They siiall be white amid the smoking cane)" 

No. 130—"A grey and boiling street" 
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THERMOL SENSE APPEALS IN RED BADGE 
Listed b;,' Chapter 

I. —cold passed reluctantly, he had burned, made him shiver, ̂ ârm and 
comfortable, tr: to keep warm, smoke, fire and blood, cold judge
ment, too hot in battle. 

2.—the blaze of battle, blaze, blood and danger, cold with dew, coldly, 
coolly, shivering reflection. 

3 melting, a coldness, coolness. 

1*.—frozen to silence. 

5.—feverish desire, a blistering sweat, hot stones., a burning roar, 
parched throat, heated rage, hot rifle barrels, the fever. 

6.- not, hotness, coolly enthusiastic, aflame vrith excitement, like 
blazes. 

7.—none. 

8.—hot sun, blazed, burning eyes. 

9.--burned into his brov, sobs scorched him, the blazes. 

10.—none. 

II. -furnace roar of the battle, drained him of his fire, scorcning 
thirst. 

12. cool liuuid feeling, blistering voices of pain, warm hand. 

13, cool mixture, blistered throat, warm comfort of the blanket. 

ll*.—icy dew, cold air. 

15.--blazing scenes of battle. 

16.—woods began to craciJ-e as if afire. 

17.—flames hit him, hot smoke broiled his skin, flesh seemed on fire, 
hot work, smoldering ruins. 

18.—heated body, spoke coolly. 
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19.—yellow flames of gunfire, flames of rifles, level belchings of 
yellow flame. 

20.—hot rifles, blaze at some dark forms, a hundred flames. 

21.—cold contemxt, mad as blazes. 

22.—blazing of guns. 

23.--little knives of fire. 

2k,—chill of sweat, hot plow shares, an animal blistered and sweating 
in the neat and pain of -war. 
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USE OF TACTILE SENSE APFhAL IN "LINES" 

Black Riders 

No. 2—"Then did the little birdc. nudge each other." 

No. 3—"Held nis heart in his hands," 

No. 7 -"%stlc shadow, bending near me," 

No. 12—"So strike with Thy vengeance 
The heads of those little men" 

No. 19--"A god in wrath 
Was beating a man; 
He cuffed him loudly" 

"And bit madly at the feet of the god." 

No. 20—"I clung to the hand of my friend;" 

No. 2l*—"I accosted the man." 

No. 25—"But the spirit greiŝ ed her arm." 

Ao, 28—"But never have I touched 
The hem of its garment." 

"And never nad I touched 
Tne hem of its c^arjoent," 

No. 30—"To let a red sword of virtue 
Plunge into my heart,'* 

No. 31—"He held in his hands 
The book of wisdom." 

No. 38--"Tne bustling fates 
Heap his hands witn corpses'' 

No. 1*1 -"The rocks cut her tender feet. 
And the brambles tore her fair limbs." 

No. 1*8—"And in all touch 
He found the sting." 
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No. 1*9"-"And struggled and fumed 
With outspread clutching fingers. 
The hard hills tore my flesh; 
The ways bit my feet." 

No. 53--"You plunge your spear at my heart," 

No. 60—"And with rasji and strong hand. 
Though she resisted, 
I drew away the veil" 

No. 6l- "Then did the man heap the punisliment 
All upon the head of her," 

"As upon her head, so upon his. 
Fell blow and blow," 

No. 67—"A woman's arms tried to snield 
The head of a sleeping man" 

No. 68—"A swift hand, 
A sword from tne sky. 
Smote nlm," 

Uncollected Poems 

No. 6s—"The focussed winds hurled him afar." 

No. 7^—"Aye, another is the hand of a mother on the brow of a son." 

War is Kind 

No. 76—"Because yo\ir lover threw wild hands tovrard the sky" 

No. 77-—"Cry gospel of gentle hands," 

No. 81*---"And when his stick left the head of the learned bystander" 

No. 86—"Sleepily fondle her body" 
If 

"Circle the throat and arms of her" 

No. 93—"*0h Master that movest the wind with a finger," 

No. 9I*—"Had watched the threshing of his limbs." 

No. 98—"We fight in bloody scuffle.'" 
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No. 103 - And I in my pla;/ 
Broke thee easily" 

"And I bury ny face in these ashes" 

"And in thy hand is a bloody dagger" 

No. lOU—"You huddle to my breast" 

"That love reaches his hand 
In mercy to me." 

"Now let me crunch you 
With full weight of affrighted love" 

No. 105—"Ah, God, the vay your little finger moved 
As you thrust a bare arm backward" 

"Because of the way a little finger moved." 

No. 106--"And heile and haul my beloved to a castle 
And there use the happy cruel one cruelly" 

No. 108—"And seen your arms vrithe toward me;" 

"And swagger and snap my fingers," 

No. 112—"Thy fair arms go mad. 

Thy lips tremble and mutter and rave." 

Posthumouslŷ  Published Poems 

No.113—"Tlrie seas are in the hollow of The Hand;" 

"Because The Hand beckons the mice." 

"A pale hand sliding from a polished srar." 

"A weary slow sway of a lost hand" 

No. 118—"No ghost can lay hand on thee and me" 

No. 120—"And control your hands" 

No. 12l*—"And finally laid it upon the breast of him." 

No. 135—"Here I bear my palms for the silly nails" 
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TACTILE SEL̂ SE APPEALS IN RED BADGE 
Listed by Chapter 

1.—he had felt, caressed, patted and complimented, twiddle his thumbs 

2.—fought with a mam, beat him sevorly, stro :e his mustache, trod 
upon his hand, grass blades pressed tenderly against his cheek, 
caress in the soft winds, felt that every nerve in hi& body, 
sweated with the pain. 

3.—sore feet, begcun to sned their knapsacks, kicked in the leg, can
teen banged . . . upon his thigh, carried along by a mob, had 
been dragged, feet . . . knocking against stones, as if a hand 
were stroking it (a beard), his trousers felt, pelt him with mis
siles, to heat him, wear out our legs. 

1*. —shot in the hand, hit his fingers, pushed to the ground, punching 
every head, feel . . . forceful hands . . . from heaven. 

5.--perspiration streamed down the youth's face, wiped his eyes with 
his coat sleeve, strangle '̂ l̂th his fingers, pommeling him, 
shedting hands, grazed by a shot, struck by a club, knee joint 
splintered by a ball, gripped the tree with both arms. 

6.—neck was yuivering, arms felt numb and bloodless, hands seemed 
large and awkward, knocked his shoulder . . . against a tree, 
patting them on the back. 

7.--creepers catching against his legs, put one hand . . . against a 
tree, branches pushing against him, to touch the corpse. 

8.—brambles formed chains and tried to hold him back, shoulder . . . 
knocked heavily, fingers were picking nervousl̂ y at one of his 
buttons. 

9.-^movements of his body, laid a quivering hand upon the man's arm, 
shoulder strike the ground. 

10.—none. 

11.—cracking whips nit, feel his skin crackle, each bone of his body 
had an ache, his feet were lix̂ e two sores. 

12, dragged several paces, touched the wound, pressing his hands to 
his temples, terrible fingers that clutched into his brain, felt 
, . . fragrant water upon his body. 
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13.—feel in his sore heart the barbed missiles of ridicule, feel the 
pressure of the corporal's arm, finger? came in contact with the 
splashed blood, cool cloth was like a tender woman's hand. 

ll*.—none. 

15.—none. 

10.—jerked without mercy at his little mustacne. 

17. -beat his foot upon the ground. 

18.—none. 

19.—hand fell on the shoulder. 

20.—pelting of the bullets. 

21.-- none. 

22.—none. 

23. -none. 

2l*.—jerked their stiffened legs, stretched their arms over their heads, 
ne rubbed his eyes, touch the great death. 
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APPEI\fDIX S 

ALLITERATION FREQUENCY IN CRANE'S "LINES" 

^^K RicLere War i s Kind Other Poems Tota l 

Ial 3k 1*6 1 81 

/w/ 23 20 2 1*5 

/ t h / 23 7 1 31 

/ml 15 10 25 

/ h / 12 9 1 22 

10 21 

7 7 18 

8 18 

6 1 lU 

k 12 

1* 2 12 

7 11 

8 10 

8 

2 7 

7 

5 

2 1 5 

1 1 3 

1 

•Numbers r e f e r t o number of t imes of obvious u s e , not t o number 
of poems. 

M 
hi 
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/tl + /th/ 

hi 

/th/ + /t / 

/d/ 

hi 

hi 

hi 

hi 

hi 

hi 

hi 
hi 

11 

1* 

10 

7 

8 

6 

1* 

2 

8 

5 

7 

5 

2 

1 

1 




